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How Direct Costing Can W ork for Management
by WALDO W. NEIKIRK.
Assistant Treasurer, Dewey and Almy Chemical Compary, Cambridge, Mass.

The services of direct costing in putting that -onventionally enigmatic document, the profit and loss statement, to work for over -all
Profit performance appraisal and for cost control, form the theme of
this article which reflects the experience of the ,wtho r's company in
pioneering in the field of marginal costing. It is pointed out that
development of complete product costs is also included in the company's procedures.

as a method of inventory valuation has been the subject
I
D of several excellent
articles in recent years. However, some of these articles
IRECT COST N G

have approached the problem only from a theoretical or academic viewpoint. It
is the purpose of this paper to review the direct costing system followed by our
company and to point out some of the effects which have resulted from actual
practice.
The outstanding effect of direct costing will be found in the resulting profit
and loss statement which segregates fixed and variable costs. It is believed that
the profit - volume analysis provided by such a statement, together with the more
realistic and understandable picture of operations, is of real help to management. Outside the area of operating statements, direct costs permit appraisal of
marginal products and marginal volume. At the sane time, complete costs for
product lines can still be obtained under direct costi,g. This point is important
enough to justify inclusion of some explanation of the methods we use in obtaining complete product costs and in preparing divisional operating statements.
Finally, consideration will be given to the requirements for Federal taxes and
for reports to the Securities and Exchange Commission as they affect the use of
direct costing.
J A N U A R Y, 1951
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What the Conventional Income Statement Does Not Tell
Before going into details of the operation of a direct costing system, let us
take a look at some aspects of the conventional profit and loss statement which
have brought about a desire for direct costing. These defects have been pointed
out by other writers, but it would be well to review them at this point. (Jonathan N. Harris, Comptroller of Dewey and Almy Chemical Company, was one
of the early contributors to this subject.)
Below is a conventional profit and loss statement for a manufacturing company:
Sales ........................ ............................... ............................
Cost of sales (including factory overhead
at standard burden rates) . ...............................
Gross profit

January
$300,000

February

246,000

246,000

54,000

54,000

20,000
19 000
(5,400)

20,000
19,000
8,100

33,600

47,100

20,400

6,900

...................................... ...............................

Selling expense

Net operating profit

............. ...............................

$

Total ................................................ ......................................

$

.

,

_

_

.......................................
......._ ........._
General and administrative
expense
...............................
Over- and under - absorbed burden
.............................._

$300,000

Here is a case where there were identical sales figures for the two succeeding months, yet the operating profit shown is three times as large in'one month
as in the other. The difference is of course accounted for by the fact that production was at a high rate in January, so that factory burden was over - absorbed
and the lower production rate in February resulted in an under - absorbed burden.
The question arises, what is the correct profit? Should we say that the rate of
factory production in a month should be allowed to influence profit regardless
of the rate of sales in the same month?
As an operating tool, the above conventional profit and loss statement has
other defects which could be eliminated under a direct costing system. One
such defect is the lack of information on the relationship between profit and
volume. A large portion of the fixed costs which a company must cover to break
even are a part of factory overhead which, under conventional accounting, is
included in inventory values and in cost of sales by means of a standard burden
rate. However, the standard burden rate also includes factory expenses which
vary directly with volume. Therefore, if the operating executive wants to know
his break -even point or how profits would be affected by different levels of sales,
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he must look to some supplementary schedule other than the conventional profit
and loss statement.
A break -even analysis is of value to management because it sets forth the
expenses which must be covered as long as the company continues operations.
This segregation of fixed expenses also permits management to appraise the
effect on profits which result from varying sales volumes from month to month.
If such an analysis is of value, why not incorporate it into the profit and loss
statement itself ?
Another defect of the above profit and loss statement is that it is not readily
adaptable as a budgetary control tool for the fixed elements of factory expense.
Supplementary schedules could be used with the con- entional profit and loss
statement, but here again the busy executive must turn to more than one report
for his appraisal. Segregation of expenses on the operating report itself would
permit direct comparison of fixed factory expenses with the predetermined
budgets which should be used to control them.
Primary and Secondary Significance of Direct Costing
Direct costing should be defined as a segregation of manufacturing costs
between those which are fixed and those which vary directly with volume. Only
the prime costs plus variable factory costs are used to value inventory and cost
of sales. The remaining factory expenses are charged off currently to profit and
loss. However, the point to be emphasized is that direct costing is primarily a
segregation of expenses and only secondarily a method of inventory valuation.
By this approach, full attention can be directed to tr.e effect which direct costing has on the profit and loss statement and supplementary operating reports.
Standards Established for Direct Cost Components
Standard costs are used in our company for the various components of prime
costs and those manufacturing expenses which vary with production volume. It
should be possible to use actual costs with a direct costing system, but our
standard costs have provided numerous advantages for cost control, pricing,
and inventory accounting. To facilitate control, the total standard cost is broken
down and determined separately for each of the fol. owing components:
I. Material
2. Labor (direct, indirect, and fringe banefits)
3. Direct expense (production supplies,
production power charges, and miscelJANU ARY , 1 951

laneous Froduction expenses)
4. Maintenance (for production equipment
only)
5. Spoilage allowance
525

The corresponding actual costs are accumulated for each of the above components and the resulting variances are charged off monthly to profit and loss.
In actual experience the variances for the company as a whole have averaged
less than one per cent of the direct costs of production.
The manufacturing cost department computes these individual standard cost
components by engineering methods as far as possible for each product. In
computing the maintenance and spoilage components, considerable weight must
be placed on the record of past performance. For all operations we use an attainable standard, not an ideal standard. Once each year a complete recomputa-

CONDENSED PROFIT A14D LASS STATEMENT
I l l u s t r a t i n g Use o f D i r e c t C o s t i n g

Ac t u a l
;&2 , 8 1 0 , 0 0 0

Bu d g e t Co m p ar is o n
F a v o r a b le (Un f av o r ab le )

Bu d g e t e d

1, 610, 000

2,670, 000
1, 510, 000

190,000
(1 0 0 , 0 0 0 )

GROSS MARGIN ABOVE DIRECT COST
D e d u c t io n s f o r r e t u r n s , a l l o e a n c e s , e t c .

1, 200, 000
79,000

1, 110, 000
75,000

90,000
(4,000)

NET GROSS MARGIN
S e l l i n g ex pe ns es

1, 121, 000
255,000

1, 035, 000
24 0 , 0 0 0

86,000
(15,000 )

Gro ss s a l e s
St an dard d i r e c t co s t of s a l e s

866,000

795,000

71,000

O ve r h e a d e x p e n s e s :
I n d i r e c t fa c t o r y ex pe n se s
R e s e a r c h and d e ve lo p m e n t
Ge n e ra l a d m i n is t r a t io n
F a c t o r y v a r i a n c e s an d a d j u s t m e n t s
To t a l over h ea d ex pe n se s

MERCHANDISING MARGIN

279,000
118,000
109, 000
26.000
53 2 , 0 0 0

275,000
120, 000
110, 000
25, 000
53 0 ,0 0 0

(4,000)
2,000
1,000
1 000
2 000

OPERATING MARGIN
O t h e r inc om e o r c h a r g e s , n e t

334,000
20,000

26 5 , 0 0 0
20,000

69,000

PROFIT BEFORE TAXES
Allo w a n c e f o r t a x e s

314,000
141,000

245,000
110, 000

69,000
(31,000)

NET PROFIT

i 1

00

- --

t 135, 000

f

000

EXHIBIT I

tion is made of the standard costs for all products. Interim. corrections are made
during the year if there have been significant changes in material or labor costs.
This work is performed by a clerical force of four, plus part of the time of two
time study engineers. Over 2,500 different semi - finished and finished products
are involved, manufactured at seven separate plants.
Under direct costing other factory expenses than those included above in our
standards become period costs and are charged off currently. These expenses
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include: salaries of the factory superintendent and his staff, depreciation, property taxes, insurance, and other expenses which are not directly affected by production volume.
Better Profit and Loss Statements: 1. Ready Profit - Volume Analysis
We are now ready to examine a profit and loss statement which has been
developed under a direct costing system (Exhibit 1) . One of the most important features to note is that the statement is arranged axording to the variability
of the different classes of expense. It is this order of presentation on the profit
and loss statement that facilitates analysis of the relatic reship of profit to volume
for any month.
A further refinement is that all of the cost and expense items are arranged in
descending order of variability. The first item deducted from gross sales is the
direct cost of sales which includes only the directly N ariable costs of manufacturing. Then the sales deductions for returns, allowances, freight, and so forth,
are deducted. These items are likewise directly variable with sales volume. Selling expenses are deducted next. Although some portion of selling expenses is
of a fixed nature, a large amount of these expenses should vary with sales
volume and should be measured in terms of sales volume. The net amount remaining after deduction of the above items we call ";nerchandising margin."
The expense classifications after merchandising margin are almost entirely
fixed. A quick analysis of the break -even point can be made by simply dividing
these overhead expenses by the percentage that mf rchandising margin is of
gross sales.
Even more important than a break -even point det:rmination is the fact that
profits can be so easily predicted within close limits b( a knowledge of the fixed
expenses shown on the profit and loss statement itself. Any sales volume that is
currently obtainable can be projected to determine the net profit. There need
be no concern for the rate of operation at which the factory happens to be running during the period, because there is no over- or under- absorbed burden
with direct costing.
It is true that such an analysis is not absolutely exact for long -range predictions. For one thing, some of the selling expens,:s are fixed and would not
vary with sales if volume were to decline to any large degree. In fact, the conditions in the individual company would determine whether selling expenses
should be treated as an overhead item or as an expense which varies with sales.
An inaccuracy on the other side of the scale is the fact that some of the inJANU ARY , 1 951
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direct factory expenses are of a semivariable nature in relation to volume. Two
examples of these expenses are the receiving and shipping departments. It has
been impractical to incorporate receiving and shipping expenses into our standards for direct costs. For this reason they are classified as overhead and, by
implication, as fixed expenses. Moreover, there is other overhead which might
be cut if volume fell off substantially. Nevertheless, even though the profit volume analysis is only approximate for break -even point determination or for
long -range profit forecasts, it is of considerable value for appraisal of current
operations. With direct costing, the profit - volume analysis can be made on the
profit and loss statement itself.
Better Profit and Loss Statements: 2. Expense Grouping for Control
The order of presentation of costs and expenses is also important because of
the two main sections into which it divides the profit and loss statement. The
first section is the top group of items through merchandising margin, reflecting
mainly the performance of the sales department. The second section includes
the overhead items below the merchandising margin, and these are further
grouped according to the operating head responsible for their performance.
The primary result of the over -all grouping is to segregate the items which
are the responsibility of the sales department. The sales figure, of course, reflects the volume obtained. The figure for gross margin above direct cost is a
guide to the selling prices obtained. The deductions for allowances and the
selling expenses are likewise the result of sales department policy. Thus the
merchandising margin represents the contribution of the sales department to
fixed expenses of the company.
Recognition of these factors is especially important because we give first emphasis to sales department operations in determining the profitability of a
product line, as will be seen later in the discussion on profit and loss statements
for divisions. It has been said that a factory does not make a profit, that it
only incurs expenses. This statement applies to some extent to all departments
other than sales and, therefore, we arrange our profit and loss statement to
clearly segregate those items which are sales' responsibility.
The expenses below the merchandising margin line represent the expenses
which must be covered by the merchandising margin if the company is to stay
in business. Enough classifications can be used to separate each field of responsibility in production, research, and administration. If further detail is required,
subsidiary schedules can break these captions down by individual departments.
528
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Direct Costing Aids Effectiveness of Fixed Budgets
In control of overhead, direct costing and fixed budget procedure go well together. The importance of the fixed budget in the control of our operations
cannot be emphasized enough. These budgets are pref ared twice a year to cover
the succeeding six months and are made up for all elements of the profit and
loss statement. Each sales division prepares a forecast of its estimated sales for
the next six months and, by matching the corresponding standard costs, a projected gross margin figure is obtained. Sales deductions and selling expenses
are also forecast. Likewise, each department head throughout the company
prepares a six -month budget for all departmental expenses. These budgets are
reviewed by the respective vice presidents and are given final approval by the
treasurer.
The budgets are then compared directly with the actual results on the profit
and loss statement as shown in Exhibit 1. This type: of presentation gives the
budget results at a glance, grouped by responsibi1it3•. The segregation of factory expenses which results from direct costing enables the fixed factory expenses to be controlled, along with other overheads, on the profit and loss statement itself.
From an expense control standpoint this fixed budget program has provided
very satisfactory results. The bulk of the expense items are remarkably stable
in nature, but "fixed" administrative expenses remain fixed only if they remain
under close control. In setting the budgets, the past experience of each department is given consideration and this is modified in the light of any special
conditions expected for the department during the coming budget period.
Flexible budgets for control of variable factory costs seem unnecessarily complicated when direct costing can be employed. Mani, flexible budgets have been
based on historical scatter charts which show the operating expenses at various
volume levels. There is no substitute for current -.nalysis of expenses. When
standard costs are used with a direct costing system, a flexible budget is automatically established for the variable costs of each individual product, based on
current conditions.
Simplicity in Presentation of Results
An important argument in favor of direct costing is the simplicity which
it brings to the profit and loss statement. Here on one sheet is a complete
picture of operations, divided by responsibility, with each group measured
against a predetermined standard or budget. Fixed expenses are shown sepaJANU ARY , 1 951
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rately instead of being buried in cost of sales. The statement shows the direct
contribution which sales make to the company's fixed expenses.
Most of us have had to face the problem of explaining over - absorbed and
under - absorbed burden to executives, especially to sales personnel. The commonsense reaction of "how can we lose money when sales are larger ?" (because production was lower) is difficult to answer. It is equally difficult to
explain how the company can be said to be making more money simply by having its factory produce at a higher rate, when the production is not being sold.
Direct costing does not change the concept of "profits" because under either
direct costing or conventional costing the long -range results are the same. It is
the interim month to month results that differ.
Under direct costing, management is forced to face realities on the profit
and loss statement by seeing there the fixed expenses that must be covered for
the company to stay in business. Regardless of how inventory is valued, these
expenses must be covered by sales, not production volume. Direct costing
achieves simplicity in presentation of monthly results because sales volume is
made the chief determinant of profits, and fixed expenses are recognized as
such.
Appraisal of Marginal Products
Mention should be made of an important by- product of direct costing which
is not alway reflected on the operating statements. Direct costing is of considerable assistance in the appraisal of marginal products or marginal volume.
The direct cost for a product represents in effect the out -of- pocket costs of
production. When this figure is readily available for each product, management can see the contribution which a product's sales will make to fixed overheads.
Almost every company has some products which show a loss in terms of
total product cost. In those cases where dropping the product would have no
effect on the fixed costs allocated to it, the company is considerably better off
continuing to sell the product —as long as some dollar contribution is made to
these fixed costs. The same point is true of additional volume obtained at a
lower price. The availability of the direct cost for each product permits a realistic appraisal of the dollar contribution made by marginal products or marginal
volume.
Of course, the philosophy of setting prices which do not cover all costs must
not be carried to an extreme. We guard against this danger by computing total
product costs for each product line, which include all elements of overhead. We
530
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also prepare monthly profit and loss statements, complete to operating profit,
for each sales division. These procedures are discussed below.
Complete Product Costs a Part of Procedure
The chief objection made to direct costing is that the system does not provide sufficient information on complete product costs. Critics say that, because
fixed factory costs are omitted from inventory values, the sales department is
misled and, as a result, selling prices are set at levels boo low to cover the fixed
costs of the business. This criticism is an obvious one and the answer, equally
obvious, is that no business would be content to roll merrily along without a
knowledge of what its complete product costs are.
Complete costs for any product line are available each month under our
direct costing system. The factors or distribution bases for determining the
overhead applicable to each product line are not unusual. In the case of research
and administrative overhead, the procedures followed are similar to those in
use by many other companies. The chief departure from common practice, to
conform with direct costing is, of course, the fact that fixed factory overhead
must be distributed instead of being included in cost of sales. The factors used
to distribute factory overhead to product lines include: production labor, space
occupied, cost of production equipment and other bases, all of them familiar
to industrial accountants generally.
The result of this distribution of overhead is a series of ratios (actual, not
standard, as will be noted later) for the fixed factory overhead applicable to
each product line manufactured at each plant. Ratios are also prepared for the
research expense applicable to each product line and for the administrative overhead applicable to all lines. These ratios are expressed as percentages of the
standard direct costs. In this form they provide total product costs for all elements of overhead.
Supplementary Profit and Loss Statement for Each Product Line
After a complete distribution of all overhead for each product line has been
made, we prepare individual profit and loss statements for each sales division.
These constitute an important control tool for the segments of our business.
The items on the divisional profit and loss statement; are grouped in the same
way as the ones shown in Exhibit 1. The expense cla; sifications are arranged in
the same order of descending variability, so that a ready break -even analysis
is provided by the relationship of the merchandising; margin to the fixed expenses which must be covered for that product line.
JAN UAR Y, 19 51
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Our divisional profit and loss statement is primarily a control tool for the
operations of the sales division. As stated earlier, all of the items above the
merchandising margin reflect the policies of the sales division with respect
to volume, pricing, customer allowances, and the sales division's own expenses.
The merchandising margin obtained is the direct responsibility of the sales division manager. The overheads shown on divisional statements represent a proportionate share of the fixed expenses incurred for the products sold by the
division. Therefore, each division manager is afforded a picture of the actual
contribution which his division has made to the operating margin of the company. The operating margin of each division is reviewed critically by management, because any excessive price - cutting below total product cost will be
reflected here.
The philosophy has been advanced by some that the sales department should
be kept completely in the dark regarding the overhead expenses incurred by the
various products. One writer on this subject has stated that his company applied a multiplier to factory variable costs to determine the ideal or suggested
selling price. We feel that individual sales divisions should be given as complete information as possible regarding the rate of overhead which their products must bear. For example, when significant changes were made in our method
of overhead distribution recently, a meeting was held for all the sales personnel
affected, and the overhead distribution system was described at considerable
length and detail. A written description of overhead distribution methods has
also been prepared and distributed to all sales divisions.
Overhead Distributed as Actually Incurred

A feature of our direct costing system is that all of the actual overheads
are completely distributed to product lines month by month. Standard burden
rates are not used. This procedure follows the philosophy that all fixed overhead must be covered at any time for a company to stay in business. Therefore, the actual overhead expenses are completely distributed to product lines on
the basis of the proportionate share of each in the production factors for the
period. The result is an actual product cost.
It would probably be feasible to use standard overhead rates to allocate overhead under direct costing. Fixed factory expenses could still be kept separate
and out of inventory values, which is one of the important advantages of direct
costing. Furthermore, standard rates would eliminate the effect of any seasonal
and short-run fluctuations. However, the use of standard rates introduces the
complication of distributing and explaining over- and under - absorbed burden
532
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for each period. Another disadvantage is that standard burden rates must be
kept up to date continuously under either direct costing or conventional costing,
or they will not reflect current product costs.
To prepare our divisional profit and loss statements, the total dollar amount
of fixed factory overhead, research overhead, and administrative overhead is
determined for each product line. A distribution of these expenses is then made
to the sales divisions which sold that product line. The basis for distribution
is the actual share of each sales division in the total cost of sales of the product
line for the period.
Cost of sales is used as a basis of distribution of overheads to divisions instead of gross sales. When division managers obtain higher selling prices, the
overhead allocated to them is not affected. It is believed that factory, research,
and administrative overheads are all more closely related to the direct cost of
a product than to its sales price. Furthermore, overhead ratios based on direct
costs facilitate the job of building up a total cost for a product.
The distribution of actual overheads on a proportionate share basis is not
difficult from a clerical point of view. This distribution is made on a statistical
basis and is not recorded on the books, a procedure which facilitates the monthly
closing of the consolidated profit and loss. There is some time saved in using
an actual basis for distribution of overhead because there is no need to predict
future operating levels for the various products. F owever, we can still project
future overhead rates whenever it is necessary to do so for special studies.
Some objection has been made to the method of distributing all overhead
by using actual production factors for the period. As this objection is stated,
such a distribution of overhead can be misleading over a short period of time
and might not be representative of long -run cor ditions which would be reflected in a standard burden rate. This objection is a valid one, but we overcome it by limiting our analysis and publication of specific overhead ratios to
periods which cover at least six months and, more often a year. However, inventory fluctuation for most of our products is slight, and fairly reliable analyses
can be made which cover only a few months. For products which have a considerable inventory fluctuation or a pronounced seasonal character, the period
should be longer.
Direct Costing and the Bureau of Internal Revenue
The tax law and regulations do not provide a. clear definition on the overhead items which should be included in invento y values for Federal tax purposes. Nor have the few court decisions on the subject been of much assistance.
JANUARY, 1951
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The Commissioner's regulations follow, in general, orthodox accounting principles by defining the cost of goods manufactured as including,

"...indirect expenses incident to and necessary for the production of the particular

article, including in such indirect expenses a reasonable proportion of management
expenses, but not including any cost of selling or return on capital ..."

The most important single factor which has been emphasized in the regulations and also in court decisions is that the taxpayer's valuation methods should
be consistent from year to year. It is quite probable that the Bureau will not
question a direct cost method of inventory valuation which has been consistently followed. However, this is of no help to a company which has been
including all factory overhead in inventories and which wishes to change over
to a direct cost method of valuation.
Such a company has two courses open. First, it can request permission from
the Commissioner to change its inventory valuation method. The Bureau's
attitude is problematical and would depend on the individual conditions in
each case. Factors considered would probably include the prevailing practice
in the taxpayer's trade or industry, the fixed nature of the overhead to be excluded, and the effect on taxable income for the year of changeover.
The second course open to a company which desires to change to a direct
cost method is to continue to retain the orthodox inventory valuation for its
tax return, while using direct costs for operating reports. There is nothing
unusual in following a policy for the books which is different from that in
the tax return. Depreciation rates, contingency reserves, and deferred income
are a few common examples of these inconsistencies. In computing the monthly
Federal tax accrual, it would be necessary to make some calculation for the tax
basis of the inventories, but this calculation could be made easily enough and
still be within the range of accuracy of the typical tax accrual. A company can
get the full benefits of direct costing as an operating tool regardless of its tax
reporting requirements.
Direct Costing and the Securities and Exchange Commission
The attitude of the Securities and Exchange Commission on the direct cost
method of valuing inventories is likewise not clear. If it had to take a public
stand, it is probable that the Commission would favor the orthodox method of
inventory valuation because its policy has been to favor consistency among reporting companies as much as possible. The attitude of the American Institute
of Accountants is significant, since all annual reports filed with the S. E. C.
must be certified. Institute's Bulletin 29 on inventory valuation has been in534
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terpreted as providing enough latitude to include direct costing as an acceptable
method of valuation.
In actual practice the Commission's administration of an inventory valuation
policy has been inconsistent. There have been cases in which it has refused
to accept annual reports on Form 10K because the inventories have been noted
as excluding certain factory overheads. The Commission has required, in these
cases, that the certified financial statements include a note as to whether inclusion of the omitted items in inventories would have a significant effect on
income or balance sheet values. If the effect would be significant, the Commission has required that its amount be reported in the note. On the other
hand, more than one listed company has filed Fo'm 10K reports with the
Commission, which note that inventories do not include certain items of fixed
factory overhead costs. Apparently no exception has been made to these reports.
It is evident that no generalization can be made concerning the S. E. C.'s
attitude toward direct costing for any specific comp iny. However, the note to
the financial statements which might be required in some cases should not constitute a burden to the reporting company.
More Useful Statements; Better Control
Direct costing represents fundamentally a segregation of fixed and variable
factory costs. When this segregation is made on thy! profit and loss statement,
the statement comes to life as a control tool. By the grouping together of
all overhead costs which are relatively fixed, the operating statement presents
a ready break -even analysis and shows the effect which varying volume has on
the company's operations. The results are more understandable because the
reality is recognized that fixed factory expenses mt.st be covered by sales, not
production volume. Our form of operating statement has also facilitated control
by the grouping of expenses by departmental responsibility, and by the use of
fixed budgets which can be applied to the entire operating statement.
In addition to consolidated operating statement advantages, direct costs
for individual products are helpful in the appraisal of marginal business. However, complete costs for a product line are still available under direct costing,
and the dangers of excessive marginal pricing are limited by the preparation of
monthly divisional operating statements which show the over -all profitability of
each product line. Although there are some obstacles to the adoption of direct
costing for tax returns, these should not affect the kenefits which can be realized
from the use of direct costing as an operating tool.
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The Cost Proposal
In Defense Contract Accounting
by BRIGADIER GENERAL T. R. RAMPY
Auditor General, U. S. Air Force, Washington, D. C.

When a company enters the lists, competitively speaking, for a defense contract and submits a bid in the form of a cost proposal, the
price and cost history of the contract, if awarded, has begun. The
author, who is entitled to speak authoritatively, stresses the fundamental character of this initial step and the foresight with which it
should be taken.

of greatly strengthening the defenses of the
I country, the honest and conscientious
efforts of private industry, government,
N OUR PRESENT COMMON TASK

and the individual, must be combined to obtain the greatest possible productive return from our national resources. The means by which this must
be done is performance under government contracts. The provisions and administration of individual contracts must, in each case, be satisfactory from the
very start. Hence, the importance of what is here designated as the cost proposal. As the treatment proceeds, it must be kept in mind that all statements
represent my personal opinions and understanding of established policies or
procedures and that, in the space allotted, I cannot possibly cover all the policies
and procedures of the Defense Department which might relate to the subject.
It can be seen quite readily that a major phase of government contract administration is accounting and contract accounting begins with the cost proposal.
Some may question the necessity for the amount of cost analysis, auditing and
checking which is done from this point onward. No doubt many who have been
in the government service have become aware of the criticism to which public
servants are subject when things go wrong. We are all proud of our form of
government and would exchange it for no other, but it is this very form of
government which imposes much of the red tape and double- checking to
which business and individuals are subjected. Nevertheless, it is, in my opinion,
a definite obligation of everyone to question any procedure or requirement
which appears to him unnecessary. There should be a reason for everything
and the basic and primary reason for the close examination of contractors' cost
proposals is to obtain the greatest possible amount of military strength from
each dollar spent.
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What Are Cost Proposals?
At the outset let us establish the meaning of the :erm "cost proposal" for
the purpose of this discussion. There is no clearly - established term in general
use to describe the various breakdowns of costs and cost estimates required to
be submitted by contractors in connection with negotiation of prices, fixed
fees, fixed overhead rates or other negotiable phases of contract prices. The
term "cost proposal" is used in this article to cover all such situations. Some
of the forms which it takes are well- known. Most accountants are familiar
with War Department Standard Form 105 "Reques•: for Proposal and Contractor's Proposal" and Form 105A, "Cost Analysis," as well as Navy Standard
Form EXOS-1 8 0 7 , "Cost Analysis for Price Rede:ermination." These and
similar forms are used by the military services in negotiation of contract prices.
The Munitions Board is now considering the adoption of a standard form for
all three services. At present some contractors prefer :o use their own forms in
submitting breakdowns or analyses of cost estimates.
In other words we are dealing with "costs for pricing purposes" in an important area where prices are negotiated as a standard practice and where the
exigencies are such that the best possible original negotiated price is of great
importance to both parties to the contract. It will serNe as an illustration of this
to comment, as is also generally known, that procurement agencies require
these analyses of costs not only at the time of initial negotiation but also at
each price redetermination, either during production or at completion.
The varying situations in which cost proposals of one type or another are
required include the following:
I. Negotiated fixed price contract without
provision for redetermination.
2. Fixed price contract with provision for
redetermination at some point during
production or upon completion or both.
3. Negotiation of fixed overhead rate or
amount.
4. Negotiation of incentive type contract

5.
6.
7.
8.

and periodic submission of cost data as
may be required.
Negotiation of cost reimbursement type
contract, estimated cost, and fixed fee.
Changes i i contract scope or specifications.
Terminated contract.
Statutory renegotiations.

Two Official Statements on Contract Pricing Policy
One of the first considerations is the degree of detail or extent of breakdown
required in cost proposals. To this question no one can give an exact answer
but we must exercise judgment in the light of known policies. A policy statement of the Munitions Board was released on August 30 under the title of
"Department of Defense Contracting, Pricing, and Profit Policies," parts of
which are quite pertinent to this subject. The following paragraphs are quoted:
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"With acceleration and enlarged scope of the military procurement program, it is
essential that the military procurement agencies give emphasis to those types of contracts and contract pricing which facilitate attainment of economy and productive efficiency. Experience at the outbreak of past war emergencies indicates a tendency to
disregard procurement economy under the stress of an emergency. Despite the urgency
of contract placement and production, the nation cannot afford to ignore the economy
and efficiency objectives. Economical use of manpower, materials, and other war resources, to the maximum extent permitted under the circumstances, is a permanent duty.
"It is the policy throughout the Department of Defense to secure 'close prices,' which
will be fair both to the Government and the contractor and which will provide an
incentive for efficient performance by establishing an adequate margin of profit and by
eliminating allowances for contingencies to the greatest extent possible. The objective
of this policy is to keep management alert in an effort to avoid increased costs which
would reduce the established profit, and to reduce costs, if possible, in order to increase
the opportunity for additional profit. The effect of such pricing policy is to conserve
limited manpower, materials, facilities, and other war resources, as well as to support
controls over prices, wages and material resources established by agencies outside the
Department of Defense.
"It is the policy throughout the Department of Defense, in accordance with Departmental procedures, generally to require detailed estimates of price components on negotiated prime contracts and major subcontracts thereunder. A detailed re- estimate of
price components, together with evidence drawn from the company's cost - control system
in a form adequate to disclose the degree of accuracy of the estimating system, will be
required in the administration of price redetermination clauses and incentive -type contracts."
At this point it may be well to state that this paper is intended to cover
general requirements of the Defense Department but, since I am in the Air
Force, my statements may reflect specific Air Force practice to some extent.
In this connection I should like to refer to an address on the subject of pricing
by Mr. Robert D. Lyons, Procurement Division, Air Material Command, at a
buyers' training conference at Wright Field, on September 19, 1949. Among
many important statements, he made the following:
"Sound pricing requires the exercise of common sense and good judgment, together
with a keen sense of fairness. To many that may sound like a very general statement,
and indeed it is, for unfortunately there is no one set of rules and there are very few
formulae which can be uniformly applied to cover particular pricing situations. Economic conditions will and do change and, as such changes occur, so also must our
own concepts. I believe our pricing problems today are characterized by a rather definite tendency towards the more complex as we discover more and more about some of
the underlying elements of price. Our effort is directed at developing more understanding of these factors which bear upon the prices we pay. One thing that is imperative in our approach is that we always maintain or strive for the incentive. Our
emphasis should also be directed towards reducing costs, for it is total costs which
take the taxpayers' dollars and, conversely, we should not confine ourselves to the activity of merely limiting profits, or overhead, or general and administrative rates."
It will be observed that the foregoing statements are not very specific as
to just how many and what kind of cost accounts should be kept to undergird
the negotiated prices which must first take shape as cost proposals. I am sure
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this is quite intentional and I share the viewpoint, for it is not possible to
be exact as to any given type of activity. Also, I want to emphasize the nature
of our objective and the importance of cost inforcnation in attaining that objective. I believe that accountants can make a treriendous contribution to the
understanding of the mutual pricing problems of government and industry by
developing their own accounting systems to meet a r °cognized need.
The Practical Importance of the Initial Cost Proposal

different

What, then, are the significant realities encountered in day -to -day activities
in connection with the working up of cost proposals? First, it may helpfully be
assumed that an accountant is required to prepare or assist in preparing a cost
proposal. Government forms may be on hand which call for a certain breakdown. However, the accounting system probably does not provide the exact
segregation of costs called for on the form. It i; simple to say "fill out the
form as best you can." Granted that this is a correct approach, the accountant's
effort should not stop with simply filling in the spaces on the form. It may
breakdown, if the type of business or the
even be well to supply a
accounting system varies greatly from that pre - supposed by the form.
The procuring agencies are prepared to advise contractors regarding proposals
and no one should be hesitant to make inquiry on doubtful points. In almost
every instance, additional explanatory detail should be submitted. This detail
should include a brief description of the cost accounting system, mentioning
any special phases which might indicate its overall adequacy and effectiveness.
The methods of distributing labor costs, both direct and indirect, should be
covered. Representations should include whether average or actual hourly
rates are used, the extent of departmentalization, and any other factors which
might be helpful to the procuring agency. It might be well to mention whether
the entire factory or only certain departments will be involved in the production. It is also important that the method or methods of applying overhead be
briefly described. The description would make it :lear whether the factors used
in the cost proposal are actuals based on current operations or estimates based
on contemplated operations. It is sometimes well to give a brief description
of procedures and policies covering purchasing, stores, warehousing, subcontracts, inventories, and facilities. A statement of the type, quantity, suitability, age and condition of facilities is, of course, quite important.
When the initial cost proposal is prepared, it should always be borne in
mind that the details included may be subsequently quite important. If a contract is awarded, it will most likely be necessary to submit further proposals
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during production for reconsideration of the fixed prices and these proposals
should be consistent with the initial one as accepted by the procuring agency.
This can be achieved only if all items of consequence are duly identified in the
initial proposal. Exception may more readily be taken to areas of cost which,
it is found by audit or otherwise, make their first appearance later.
Clarity and completeness in the initial proposal is especially important with
respect to fixed price type contracts, for here there is no published definition
of cost for use in price negotiations (but see comments below concerning
Section XV of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation). It is true that
procuring agencies have certain general guides which are pretty well recognized
by contractors having frequent dealings with them. Nevertheless it remains
quite important that cost proposals clearly set out any special costs which are
included in a particular contract, such as nonrecurring travel, movement of
personnel, plant relocations or re- arrangement, and rehabilitations. The degree
of integration and intra- company relationships should also be covered.
Then again, there is always a possibility that a contract will be terminated.
Claims for settlement under terminated contracts are much simpler to negotiate
if they conform to the cost proposals originally accepted by the procuring
agency. All special costs are usually reflected in termination claims and, unless
they can be identified as having been initially considered and accepted by the
procuring agency, difficulty may be encountered in negotiating a settlement.
Bearing of "Contract Cost Principles" on Fixed Price Contracts
It is true, as stated, that there is no published definition of cost for use in
fixed price contracts. However, general wording regarding cost in the price
redetermination articles is provided in the Armed Services Procurement Regulation. For those not now familiar with customs and practices of the procurement
agencies with which they may have occasion to deal, a study of the Contract
Cost Principles set forth in Section XV of the Regulation may be suggested.
Although the "Principles" are prescribed for use in cost reimbursement type
contracts and are not for use in fixed price contracts, they give an idea as to
the types of costs which might be questioned by negotiators as well as an
indication of the types of expense which should be explained in detail. Yet it
still stands that Section XV of the regulation is only for cost reimbursement
type contracts.
There has been some confusion on this point caused by a policy adopted by
the audit services under which the Contract Cost Principles embodied in this
section are used as the basis for segregating costs in audit reports on any type
of contract which does not contain some other definition of cost. This was
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done only in the interest of uniformity in the preparation of reports. The Cost
Principles set out certain types of cost as not allowable under cost reimbursement type contracts and it does not follow that all such types of cost will be
disallowed in other types of contracts. But, in orcer to give all auditors the
same working guide for use in connection with contracts having no clear definition of cost, they were advised to segregate the cor tractor's total cost into two
columns, one showing the amounts acceptable in accordance with the Principles
and a second showing the amounts not acceptalle in accordance with the
Principles, the contract terms or other authority. In each case of a substantial
item in the second category, the auditor is requir.-d to explain the basis for
his decision and cite the applicable authority, tha: is, the contract provision,
or "contract cost principle," or other authority.
This audit policy is not intended to influence decisions of negotiating
officials but is considered as an aid to them. The objective of the negotiator
is to arrive at a fair price. Cost of production is only one factor among many
which he ordinarily must consider. Under present regulations he has wide
latitude to exercise his personal judgment. As has been said many tithes, audit
reports on fixed price procurement are, in nature, advisory to negotiators and
other procurement personnel concerned.
Cost Proposals While the Contract is in Progress
When a contractor's statements of cost, or cost proposals, are submitted
during production they must be to the point, as tae following quotation from
an address by Arnold Bueter, representative of the Auditor General with Air
Material Command at Wright Field, will make clear:
"The prescribed price redetermination articles of the various types provide for the
submission of a statement of experienced costs with supporting data. It has been
found, however, that the information submitted by contractors often consists of engineering estimates rather than actual incurred cost data which can be audited. In other
cases the costs submitted are those recorded to a certain date rather than the experienced costs applicable to the specific number of units shipped and which are to be used
as the basis for revision of the contract price. The information submitted by each con.
tractor, therefore, requires close scrutiny and analysis. Direct verification of the contractor's actual cost records by audit personnel also is usually desirable."
The problem of the cost proposal which has been handled so far in this
article, largely as related to fixed price contracts, is not eliminated by the use
of the cost reimbursement type contract. It is still quite important and in some
cases just as complex. Where a cost reimburserent type contract is contemplated, the appropriate part of the Contract Cost Principles becomes the specific
guide in respect of the kinds of cost to be considered in preparing the cost
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proposal. Reference to the Principles will also indicate in general the type of
accounting expected. Not only is it necessary to prepare an initial proposal
covering the total estimated cost but separate proposals are also required in
connection with changes in scope, quantity or design, and, if a fixed overhead
rate is used, cost proposals are required initially and periodically. The basic
accounting requirements for cost reimbursement type contracts do not differ
from those of fixed price contracts. The special requirements in respect of
documentation of claims for reimbrusement do not necessarily affect the
accounting procedures to any major extent.
Beyond the Cost Proposal Lies the Service Audit
So far nothing has been said here about the relationship of the audit organizations of the military services to accounting in connection with cost proposals.
In the Army the audit organization is known as the Army Audit Agency. The
Navy refers to its corresponding function as the Cost Inspection Service. In
the Air Force we have the Auditor General. Each of these groups is under
the direct supervision and control of the headquarters of its service in Washington. All audits and examinations by the auditors are, therefore, performed
on an independent basis, that is, the auditor is not under the control of the
procuring agency within the service which will use his report.
These audit staffs are required to render service to procurement agencies
in much the same way that public accountants serve their clients. The audit
staffs are called on to make surveys of contractors' accounting systems prior
to award of contracts. They make audit examinations of contractors' cost proposals under fixed price contracts, generally to verify the accuracy of the historical costs included and to report on any other accounting phases pertinent
to consideration of revised prices. Not all fixed price contracts are audited
but, where the amount involved is substantial and the costs are to any major
degree subject to controversy either as to type or amount, an audit is usually
desired by the procuring agency.
The primary purpose of an audit of this particular type of contract is to
provide the negotiating official with factual cost data and technical accounting
advice. Based on his review of the contractor's accounts and detailed knowledge
of the accounting system, the auditor may be able to furnish the procurement
officer with valuable information, not only in respect of the actual costs incurred
during a given period but also in regard to probable future costs as indicated
by trends from one period to another.
In almost all cases, cost reimbursement type contracts must be audited in
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order to have a basis for approval or disapproval of the contractor's claim for
reimbursement. Much has been said in the past about the number of auditors
required for this work The audit staffs of the services as well as the contractors
learned about this type of contract during World War II. Many mistakes were
made on all sides. Our methods have improved. We are using many new
procedures. A new uniform audit manual is being developed for use of all
three services. A coordination program is in effect whereby a single service is
responsible for all auditing in any particular plant. There are still some unadjusted differences in the methods and procedures of the three audit staffs
but we are trying to eliminate them where they are in any way confusing to
industry. Constructive criticism of our methods and procedures is always
welcome.
It is generally realized that it is as impracticable -or the services to perform
detailed audits as it is for the public accountant. Wi: must make maximum use
of selective tests and consider the degree of interr.al control present in each
situation. A positive and continuing effort is being made to reduce the number
of auditors in plants by cooperating with contractors in the development of
more efficient accounting systems. In this directio 1 we very much favor an
internal audit staff. When one exists and if it can b(: shown that the system has
the necessary types of checks and balances, that there is sufficient testing of
the system by the contractor's staff, that accuracy and equitable results are
achieved from its operation, the service audit staff will be reduced to the
minimum necessary to test the continuation of the established situation.
Army, Navy and Air Force auditors are located wherever there are contracts
to be audited. They are assigned to regional and branch offices for supervisory
purposes. Many contractors have sufficient work to require one or more auditors
on a continuous basis. These are referred to as resident auditors in the Army
and Air Force and as resident cost inspectors in the Navy. There are other
auditors who make periodic or one -time visits to contractors' plants.
The Meaning of the Task
As a final word, it may be pointed out that there is a broad responsibility
which all share in seeing to it that all of our re3ources are efficiently utilized
in the welfare of our nation as a whole. Selfishncss, greed, waste, carelessness,
profiteering and complacency are all vices which cannot be tolerated if we
are to preserve intact our American kind of economy. In the field of accounting
we are in the front line of the economic battle. We are fighting likewise on
behalf of the principles of fairness and equity inh, °rent in our profession.
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Auditing Defense Contracts Today
by KENNETH W. HURST
Partner, Arthur Squyres & Co., Tyler, Texas

What guides are available for the service auditor in examining costs
under procurement contracts? What is the framework of the staff
group of which he is a part? With what responsibility is he charged?
By what means does he maintain independence? Informative part -way
answers to these timely questions are offered in the present article.
The author has been recalled to active duty since its preparation.

subject of auditing of defense contracts, whether
B by government staff ortheothers,
places a limit upon an accurate explanation
Y ITS VERY N ATURE,

of procedures. These are subject to constant change as contract requirements
are formulated. In addition, the administration of the government audit function, particularly in a period of expansion as at present, is also subject to frequent change. Procedures and administration now in a process of development
in the present emergency offer anything but a static subject for discussion. What
is standard procedure today may be a dead letter tomorrow.
Variety of Audits; Proposed Service Audit Manual
Government audit, to which we are now directing our attention, is of different
types. There are, for example, the audits of cost -plus- fixed -fee contracts, examination of contract costs on termination, and reviews for the purpose of pricing
adjustments pursuant to provisions of many fixed -price contracts for price redeterminations. Then there are audits by government agencies other than contracting agencies. These include General Accounting Office audits, audits for purposes
of renegotiation of profits, and sometimes special investigations by inspectors
general.
In audits of cost under cost -plus- fixed -fee contracts, the government interest
in costs is more direct than in other types of contract subject to audit. Under
these contracts the contractor is reimbursed in full for all costs and has no
element of profit except through the stated fee which he is to receive for performing the entire contract, regardless of the total costs to which it may run.
Whatever the kind of government audit, it is most frequently conducted
by the armed services in a large -scale procurement program such as that now
being entered upon. The procedures developed by the armed services in connection with their audits provide a guide for internal auditors and independent
auditors who may also be involved on behalf of the contractors. While we
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know that no rules of procedure for audits can be established which are all conclusive and that there can be no substitute for the independent judgment
and training of an auditor, still the peculiarities of government contracts do
require the establishment of at least a few rules. As will be mentioned later,
there are certain basic cost principles which are considered by the military
services when contracts are made and the auditor s bound by such provisions
to a considerable degree.
There have been many procedures published by the services for guidance
of their auditors. I have been informed that the Army, Navy, and Air Force
are now collaborating in the preparation of an audit manual which will be
used by the three services as unified in the Department of Defense. Incidentally,
the unification is exemplified by the tentative title of this manual which is
"Armed Services Contract Audit Manual." It is very likely that this manual will
be made available through the Government Printing Office to the private
auditor when it is released.
Applicability of Section XV of Procurement Regulation
In the preparation of the manual just referred to and in the procedures
followed by the auditors of the military services, there is already a controlling
guide which has a considerable degree of pre:;ent binding force, although
auditors of the military services are never precluded from expressing opinions
based upon general accounting principles and pra-tices. This guide is embodied
in the Armed Services Procurement Regulation, issued by the Department of
Defense, which sets forth the procedures for prccurement by and for all three
of the armed services. Section XV of this regulation is captioned "Contract
Cost Principles." Paragraph 15 -000, entitled ' Scope of Section," reads in
part as follows: "This section sets forth, in general, standards for the determination and allowance of costs in connection with the performance of cost
reimbursement type contracts."
Thus it should be noted that the principles expressed in this section are
concerned with cost reimbursement type contracts. However, the cost principles
enunciated there were considered to be set forth so satisfactorily that on
August 5, 1949 a letter was issued by the Department of the Army, Department of the Navy, and Department of the Ai - Force, known as Joint Letter
No. 12, addressed to the auditors of all three of the mentioned services, in
which it was agreed that these cost principles would be used for all types of
audit, where applicable (but see also comments of General T. R. Rampy on
page 540 of this issue) .
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The following instructions were contained in this letter:

"... in the absence of any other Armed Services cost standards and in order to pro-

vide uniformity from an auditing viewpoint (including the preparation of accounting
reports under fixed -price type contracts), it has been decided that the Contract Cost
Principles (Section XV, ,ASPR) will be followed by personnel of the Army Audit
Agency, Cost Inspection Service, USN, and Auditor General, USAF, in performing
and reporting on all overhead rate determinations, audits and accounting reviews
under both cost -type and fixed -price contracts, except, (a) where a contract has specific
cost determination provisions differing from the Principles, (b) audits in connection
with statutory renegotiation proceedings, and (c) audits and accounting reviews of
contract termination settlement proposals submitted under statutes or regulations containing cost provisions differing from the Principles."

General Contents of the "Cost Principles"
The cost principles as set forth in the armed services procurement regulation
follow generally the concepts of cost accounting as accepted by the accounting
profession and are given consideration in the following quotation from Par. 15201 of this section of the regulation:
"The tests used in determining the allowability of costs also include (i) reasonableness, (ii) application of generally accepted accounting principles and practices,
and (iii) any limitations as to types or amounts of cost items set forth in this Part
2 of Section XV or otherwise included in the contract. Failure to mention any item
of costs in this part is not intended to imply that it is either allowable or not allowable. The use of normal or standard costs (with appropriate adjustments for variances, unallowable costs and the other provisions of this part) is acceptable in determining amounts of provisional or interim payments, but final allowable costs must
represent actual costs."
Paragraphs also set forth basic methods for determination of material, labor,
and other direct costs. Considerable space is devoted to the ever - present problem in cost accounting of what should be included as allowable indirect costs.
Paragraphs 15 -203 and 15 -204 are devoted to attempting to spell out in some
detail explanations and examples of allowable costs, and in Paragraphs 15 -205,
specific items considered to be unallowable are set forth.
In the allowable group, many items are included which require the exercise
of broad judgment by the auditors. Examples are compensation of corporate
officers, limitations on advertising in trade and technical journals, research
and development expenses of the contractors, traveling expenses, the host of
problems that now appear with reference to pension and retirement plans
for employees, and depreciation and depletion. Direction is given that these
latter charges must be based upon cost of acquisition. Under the head of unallowable costs, it is specifically provided that no amortization or depreciation
of unrealized appreciation of values of assets or of assets which have been
fully amortized or depreciated on the contractor's books of account, will be
allowed. This question has been a most vexing one in the past.
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There are also certain specific prohibitions against considering as allowable
costs such items as bad debts and additions to reser ,e for bad debts, contributions and donations, entertainment, losses from safe or exchange of capital
assets, and interest on borrowings. Reference needs to be made to the regulation, itself, for the particulars of these restrictions.
The Place of the Contract Auditor in Procureinent for Defense
It will be noted from the above explanations that in auditing war contracts,
the auditor must keep one eye cocked in the directicn of the "cost principles,"
as he is auditing contracts which under the law are drawn with certain specifications as to allowable and unallowable costs. In ac.dition, from time to time,
each of the auditing groups finds it necessary to e:;tablish some rules for the
guidance of its own auditors.
In the enunciation of the cost principles in the armed services procurement
regulation, there is ample evidence of the necessity for reliance upon the training
and judgment of the auditor. As examples, in Par. 15 -502, there are listed a
number of items affecting cost about which nothing further is said than that
they "may require special consideration." The regulation then specifies a number of these items. Examples are costs incurred incidental to work covered by
the contract but prior to execution of the contract, intracompany and intercompany transactions, operation of restaurants and cafeterias, overtime compensation, and tooling and equipment.
Some aspects of the function of auditors of defense contracts, as evidenced
by certain of the instructions to the auditors of the armed services, may be of
help and interest. The joint letter of the services, previously referred to, instructs the auditors as to the general form of audi: reports. In reports of the
results of audits and accounting reviews of contraclors' costs under fixed -price
type contracts and in other reports of a similar nature, the auditor's findings
as to costs are limited to two basic categories, namely, "costs accepted" and
"costs questioned." It is interesting to note that in explaining the second of
the two categories, the letter includes the following statement:
will

"The 'costs questioned'
represent (a) those cost< which are specifically set forth
by type as unallowable under the provisions of the Principles, or the terms of the contracts, (b) costs (or portions thereof), stated in the Frinciples or the contracts to be
allowable by type, but which in the opinion of audit personnel are unreasonable, not
allocable, or not allowed under generally accepted accounting principles and practices,
and (c) those items which are not susceptible of an accounting determination, but
which are set out for the specific consideration of the contracting officers."
Attention may be directed to the broad scope of opinion permitted the auditor, especially with respect to the fact that he may question costs which he
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believes are not allowable under generally accepted accounting principles and
practices, regardless of what may be said in the cost principles of the procurement regulation.
It is important to note the position of the government auditor in the procurement picture of the government and also in the matter of terminating
war contracts. In a sense his client is the contracting officer, to whom the report
is usually addressed. The contracting officer has final authority and responsibility in every case for making decisions in his dealings with the contractor.
The audit report, of course, is his best authority for such decisions and is
what he most usually relies upon, but he has full responsibility and, if in his
judgment the interest of the government is best served, he may let contracts
and make adjustments contrary to recommendations of the auditor.
Independence and Organization of Service Audit Staff
Comment may also be made upon the independence of the government
auditor. He may be a civilian employee of one of the services or he may
be in the military service himself, yet his reporting is completely objective and
he is not subject to supervision by the contracting officer. In the case of the
present organization of the Air Force, he is under an independent command.
This is exemplified by the present organization in the Air Force. The Air Force
has a Comptroller who is responsible only and directly to the chief of staff of
the Air Force. One of the divisions under the Comptroller is the office of the
auditor general. All of the audit activities of the Air Force are under the
direction of the auditor general and neither he nor any of the audit staff is
subject to any command supervision by any other Air Force command, particularly the procurement activity.
The organization picture of the audit activity in the armed services is quite
similar to that of a large accounting firm. There is a top staff concerned with
planning of policy, issuance of directives, and overall supervision of the program. The field work is under the direction of field supervisory officers which
(in the case of the Air Force) are known as regional auditors.
The field supervisory offices in all the armed services have staffs of auditors
for handling of work within areas covered by subordinate officers. Usually out
of these offices, the auditors are assigned for special audits, investigations, termination audits, etc., and within audit residences. Audit residences are established in the major plants where contracts are in effect in sufficient quantity to
justify an assigned staff.
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"Cross- Servicing" to Eliminate Duplicating Audits
The problems of coordination of audit activities among the armed services
are being worked out very satisfactorily. Formerly, much confusion existed
in this regard, with auditors of one service duplicating much of the audit work
of other services. Now a great improvement has been made. There is in effect
a "cross- servicing" audit program under which one of the services is assigned
to handle the auditing for a particular plant, the service selected being the one
with predominant contracts in the plant.
As an example, at Consolidated Vultee Aircraft at San Diego, where there
are contracts for all the services, the Air Force has ;Ludit cognizance and audits
all Army, Navy, and Air Force contracts. At Western Electric Company in
New York, the Navy has audit cognizance and audits for all three of the services. In these plants, the service having audit cog iizance maintains an audit
residency with a full -time staff. Likewise in smaller plants which do not have
sufficient volume of war contracts to justify a permanent residency, efforts are
made to coordinate activities of the three services. This is particularly true as
to audit of overhead accounts.
For Sound Procurement
The subject of auditing defense contracts is a large one and the inadequacy
of any treatment of it to cover more than a few aspects, emphasizes this truth.
Nevertheless, as it becomes apparent that there is a strong prospect of a protracted period during which the industry of the nation will need to regard
government procurement agencies as a principal customer, any experience -based
portrayal of the related auditing activities and the manner in which they have
been, are, and may be carried on, cannot but be of interest and usefulness. It
is for this reason that the present article has been written.
Especially important is the need for recognizing the co- operative nature of
the procurement task. The government stands to lose in productive effort on
the part of industry if contractors cannot realize profit on contracts. Neither
is industry properly interested in excessive prof t with its essential lack of
fairness to the public which must support the military effort and its inevitable
political repercussions. Hence, government auditors and industrial accountants
have supporting rather than opposing parts to p' ay if the long -range view is
taken. This does not mean that differences of opinion will be few. On the
contrary, they will be numerous. It is precisely in resolving these differences
of opinion that cooperation makes its appearance and the middle course, rather
than extremes, is allowed to govern price and cost determinations.
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Key Records for Renegotiable Sales
by RICHARD J. HALLORAN
Assistant to the Controller, York Corporation, York, Pa.

If tales are not reliably identified as related or unrelated to govern ment contracts, little hope can exist for a satisfactory segregation of
renegotiable and nonrenegotiable business. In this article a procedure
for contract classification is outlined which depends on information
provided by the sales force and which takes form in two basic and
relatively simple records.

M

UCH WILL BE WRITTEN ON

renegotiation in the future, as in the period of

the second world war, including analyses and interpretations of the laws,
discussions on allowable items of cost, points of view on what constitutes fair
profit and its relation to taxes, and techniques for handling renegotiation proceedings. However, the immediate problem confronting accountants under the
Renegotiation Act of 1948 and subsequent amendments, is the recording of
government contracts and determining their status under renegotiation in order
to file the reports required by law as the first step in the renegotiation proceedings and in order to be prepared for preliminary government examinaton.
Dual Record Needed
I believe that the simplified procedure described here will assist accountants
in completing this first step. It should also result in relieving government
auditors of detailed examinations of companies' books by making available to
them, first, a complete record of all government business and, second, the
considered opinion of the company in record form as to those contracts which
are subject to renegotiation. If carefully prepared, these two records should
permit the preliminary government audit to consist of merely a spot check as
to the completeness of the record of government business in total and a discussion of the validity of the company's opinions on the status of individual
contracts under renegotiation. From this point, the proceedings can move much
more quickly than otherwise to determination of the profit invovlved and the
amount the contractor should be permitted to retain, if his government business
subjects him to renegotiation.
The advantages of being in this position are many and not the least important
of them is the favorable first impression that a complete factual record (eliminating the necessity for learning and auditing in detail the contractor's order
and billing procedures) should make upon the government examiner. The sig550
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nificance to the contractor of the proposed records becomes particularly clear
when it is considered that the Military Renegotiation Regulations under the
Renegotiation Act of 1948, Sections 423.323 (dealing with methods of segregating sales between renegotiable and nonrenegotiable business) place on the
contractor the primary responsibility for this segregation. Presumably the examiners will be guided by the opinions of the contractor as long as good faith
is evident and records are complete and factual.
The Contract Identification Problem
In an organization with sales offices located throughout the country and doing
business with various branches of the defense agencies, it is a problem to secure
a complete record of prime government contracts. When the necessity for recording sub - contracts under prime government contracts is added to the problem, the situation becomes very complex. The simple fact that the customer's
name can no longer serve as a means of iden:ification prevents home office
employees, located hundreds or thousands of miles from the branch, from recognizing the sale as having a connection with the government and hence, potentially, with renegotiation. Then, too, the products which are being purchased
for the defense program, especially in itseearly stage, are frequently standard
products which are being sold at the same time to commercial users. In these
cases, it is as impossible to identify governmer t subcontracts by the products
sold as by the name of the customer.
The key figure in contract and subcontract identification is the salesman. He
is on the spot when the decision is made to buy and he knows the end use of the
product. He is in a position to secure the applic,,Ue official government contract
number. We have instructed all salesmen to ra: se the question of end use and
renegotiation in any situation which they have reason to feel may be connected
with the defense program. If the answer confirms such a connection, the salesman includes in his report of the sales the fact that the contract is government,
prime or sub, the official government contract Number, the name of the prime
contractor, and a statement as to whether or nct a renegotiation clause is to be
extended. The branch offices are required to transmit all of this information to
the home office when reporting the sale. It is recorded and analyzed as described
in the sections of this article which follow.
Starting A Government Contract Log
A log of all government prime and subcon:racts (Exhibit 1) is maintained
at the home office for each sales branch. To this log is posted every contract
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that has a connection with a government agency. Included here are contracts
which for various reasons are not renegotiable, in order to have a complete
record of government business in one place. It is this very completeness which
should achieve one of the primary objectives, the elimination of the need for
detailed examination of orders and invoices, either by company or government
personnel.
A simple spot check against the order file and the accounts receivable ledger
should prove the validity of this log. In entering this record, no attempt is made
to secure chronological sequence or segregation by government agencies. It is
a simple log of all pertinent sales made by a particular branch in the order in
which the home office was notified of them or located them from examination
of past records.
To start the log we examined all contracts in progress at the beginning of the
fiscal year running from October 1, 1949 to September 30, 1950. All government prime contracts were listed and all sales tc customers who, as indicated
by our past experience, are normally government contractors were investigated.
These included such customers as shipyards, aircraft plants, etc. Letters were
then sent to the branches asking the salesmen involved to check back on these
sales and secure the necessary information. Another source of information, of
course, was renegotiation clauses incorporated in contracts extended to us as the
subcontractor. When the "catching up" stage had been completed, we proceeded
to record contracts as they were received.
Log Permits Practice Audit of Segregation
Periodically throughout the fiscal year, we audited the log in the manner in
which we expect it to be audited under government examination. We reviewed
all charges on accounts receivable cards for known government agencies and
"suspected" prime contractors. We reviewed monthly sales closeouts with an
eye to end use and we asked personnel in branch sales offices, where sales contracts are retained, to review contracts for renegotiation clauses.
As a form, the government contract log is explained pretty well by its column
headings. Our own contract or order number is inserted for internal purposes.
It distinguishes for us sales of packaged products and those requiring field installation. The government number should be complete, including various suffixes and government departmental designations. We do keep out of the log
all contracts $1,000 and under. These will not )e renegotiable in any event.
The amount column is significant from this angle.
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"Date Booked" derives importance from the fact that regulations have
changed since the act was passed and the government fiscal year in which the
funds were spent has a direct bearing on the status of contracts. The 'Date
Closed" column provides information to complete the record on a particular
contract and also has a bearing on the year in which the profits were accrued.
The column for remarks is used for comments setting forth the reasoning behind the decision on status of the contract under renegotiation, or for other
pertinent information. Mention of this will call attention to the column we have
skipped. This is the one in which status for renegotiation is noted. This status
must now be considered before we describe the second record maintained.
Renegotiable or Not?
As has been stated, the primary responsibility under the law for segregating
sales between renegotiable and nonrenegotiable business rests with the contractor. Certain aids are available to him, chief among them being the insertion
of renegotiation clauses by the government and extension of them by prime contractors, and periodic listing in the Federal Register (both alphabetically by
prime contractor and numerically by government contract which contain the renegotiation clause). However, the listings in the Federal Register are not
guaranteed as to accuracy, are of necessity several months late and, in order to
eliminate a mass of detail, exclude contracts between $1,000 and $5,000, even
though the $5,000 minimum has no bearing on the status of a contract.
The regulations are very specific in pointing out that the absence of a clause
does not, in itself, exempt a contract from renegotiation if it would otherwise
be included. Prime contractors, through carelessness or lack of information,
may fail to extend clauses and subcontractors in turn may fail to extend them
to lower tier subcontractors. On the other hand the presence of a renegotiation
clause does not, in itself, make a contract subject under the law.
Certain exemptions have been provided in the act and through amendments
to it. The Secretary of Defense may exempt any specific contract. In addition
two blanket exemptions have been made for subcontracts. A subcontract for
stock items used on a renegotiable contract is exempt and subcontracts for collateral items (machine tools used on the product, for example) are exempt
until January 1, 1951.
The determination of contract status must, under present conditions, be the
result of intelligent use of renegotiation clause, Federal Register listings, and
knowledge of end use and exemptions in connection with the year in which the
contract was issued. It is a case of doing the best you can with what you have.
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Register of Renegotiable Contracts
When we have made a decision as to the status of a contract, using the above
facilities, we record it on the government contract lug as " Renegot" or "Non Renegot". The next step is to record those deemed to be renegotiable on our
second record, the Register of Renegotiable Contracts (Exhibit 2). One of
these registers is maintained for each sales branch just as in the case of the
government contract log.
The columns on the register are identical with those on the log through
"Date Closed ", with the omission of classification as to renegotiability which
appears on the log but is not in point for the register. The succeeding three
columns are special to the register and are for recording, for a series of years,
the amounts billed against the various contract sales totals. "Amounts Billed"
was chosen rather than "Amounts Closed ", so that the figures can be tied directly into accounts receivable billings. These amounts may or may not be
identical with those closed and taken into income, due to progress billings,
and some reconciliation will be necessary.
With this reconciliation effected, the total of each of these columns for the
applicable year for all branches is the amount we believe to be subject to renegotiation. If it totals to more than $100,000 under the present law, we notify
the government to the effect that we consider that we come under the act. If it
totals to less, we notify the government of this fact. In either case the details
are readily available for examination.
Starting Off On the Right Foot
The procedure had its inception in a review of contracts in progress at the
beginning of a particular fiscal year. We had satisfied ourselves, by detailed
review of transactions during the preceding year, that we were not subject. The
difficulties encountered in that review, however, were so great, even under a
small volume of government business, that it became apparent that, as government work increased, a method of recording and determining status currently
would have to be devised. Hence, the system as described herein.
We believe that we have a simplified system for the first required step under
renegotiation, that of determining whether or not a given year's volume is of
a type and amount sufficient to involve us in it. By amplifying the basic record keeping to include all government work, we have the basis for a ready -made
audit. This, we feel, will save the government examiners and ourselves time and
money and get us off on the right foot.
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A Piece -Work Incentive with Day Rate Guarantee
by HAROLD B. YOUNG
Industrial Engineer and Director of Labor Relations, Colt's Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.

Upon the text that failures of incentives to achieve desired results,
stem mainly from faulty installations, the present author details a
plan, simple in concept, which is based on painstaking time study for
accurate rates and upon integration of the plan with changes in production methods and the exigencies of employee relations.

T IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE

to describe the case of a hypothetical

I manufacturing company as it proceeds step by step through the realization of

the need for a direct labor incentive, to the point at which the installation is completed and, finally, to the time when a sufficient interval has passed to determine the financial results. The case example will be a manufacturing company
which has been losing a small amount of money each month for a considerable
period. This company manufactures a product which, we will assume, is composed of independent chucks and scroll chucks in various sizes from 6" through
24" in diameter.
The cost accountant developed profitgraph (Exhibit 1 ) which revealed that
the company's break -even point lay at 40 per cent of sales capacity, and that it
was operating at 35% of sales capacity with a loss of about $5,000 per month.
Careful analysis of the budget figures showed no expense items which could be
materially reduced to improve the existing condition. Further aggravating the
situation was the fact that, due to the small but continuing loss each period, the
company was of necessity unable to "recover" its depreciation expense. This
came to light principally in a cash shortage and resulted in the company's being
unable to replace worn -out or obsolete facilities, let alone keep up with technological improvements.
In discussing this monthly loss with management, the cost accountant reviewed
the company's past experience with incentives, pointing out that previous incentive systems had been discontinued for two reasons:
I. An extreme lack of business —to the
point at which all direct labor employees
were laid off and only some supervisory
personnel were retained. (W ith subsequent pickup in business, day rate was
reinstated as the method of labor payment.)
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2. Previous incentive system installations
had been without the necessary degree
of fairness and accuracy and had not
been kept up to date as production
methods changed.
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A New Trial for Incentives —and Corollary Decisions
The cost accountant further pointed out the complications which a poor incentive installation produces, stating that a poor installation is caused by a careless selection of a plan and /or incompetent time study personnel used in its
installation and upkeep, and that it is better to spend additional money for completely competent time study men than to use personnel not qualified for this
function. He conceded readily that any carelessness or lack of skill in the in-

EXHIBIT 1

stallation or upkeep of an incentive plan does result in the loss of many times
more money than the difference in pay involved. However, he recommended
that an incentive for direct labor be investigated anew and that the incentive
plan most suited to the conditions of the company be placed into effect.
This recommendation was agreed upon and the various types of incentive
plans, such as bonus, premium, and piece -work, were investigated. The one determined as best suited to this company was straight piece -work with a day rate
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guarantee. This plan differs from a straight piece -work plan in that it has the
additional provision that each employee shall be guaranteed his own day rate,
even though his production falls below the requirements necessary to meet this
day rate on a piece -work basis. It was further decided to employ several competent time study men.
Discussions then ensued as to the time study policy. It was decided that
standard data would be developed for as many of the elements of machining
and bench operations as possible.
Standard Element Data Facilitate Operation Time Studies
At this point, for a space, the narrative thread of this article will be laid
aside in order to explain in present tense the sequence of steps, involving the
particulars of time study procedures, which are necessary to develop good piecework prices. Standard data list time study results for the various elements commonly used on operations and provide one or more values for each. For instance, on pick up piece and piece aside, weights from 0 to 1/2 lb. might have a
single standard value, weights from 1/2 lb. to 2 lbs. a larger value, and from 2
lbs. to 5 lbs. a still larger value. It is sometimes also necessary to provide additional values if there is a measurable time difference in the distance the piece is
moved.
In using standard data in the study of operations themselves, the occurrence
of each element time is recorded under the appropriate description on the
standard data sheet. Upon completing the study, the occurrences are multiplied
by the standard time allowed on each of the handling elements and the machining time on machining elements is computed. The total of these element times
equals base minutes for the operation. (On operations including elements for
which standard data sheets are not available, information is recorded on a time
study form in connection with the study of the operation.)
The Timing and Study - Rating Processes
Continuous time study was selected instead of the snapback method.
This method allows the stopwatch to run during the entire study, while the
time study man records all element time (where standard element data is being
developed or for those elements of a specific operation where it is lacking) on
the time study form. On one side of the form are spaces for thirteen element time readings and, under each heading are two columns for twenty individual
readings. The first column is for the continuous watch reading, the second for
35$
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the elapsed time. In recording the time study, it is recommended that twenty
observations be made on short -cycle operations. On longer operations, common
sense dictates the number of pieces to time study. This may well involve the
use of several time study sheets to record all the necessary elements. The time
study form also supplies spaces for recording foreign elements, i.e., elements
which do not occur on each piece but at irregular intervals. These may or may
not be allowable.
When the necessary operation cycles have been completed and if all handling
elements have the same rating, they are recorded in the space provided under
skill and effort. However, if there is a variation between these elements, they
are individually rated. Rating a study is a matter of judgment with the time
study man. A 100 per cent rating is used to define an employee of average skill
working at average effort and consistency and under average conditions. This
"average" operator is assumed to use about the same amount of effort, either
physical or mental, on each operation.
Time studies which are rated at less than 60 per cent are considered to be unsatisfactory. It is anticipated that a few operators may give an unsatisfactory
performance through abnormally poor effort or by not following the established
method.
Elimination of Non - Indicative Readings
Not all times recorded in the time study process are suitable to be used. It is
the duty of the time study observer to determine the reasons for variations in
the study in order that he may eliminate (by circling) in an intelligent manner
those times which are not considered to be a true indication of the correct time
value. Element times which are circled and eliminated from consideration in the
study are element times which are either too long or too short. They vary because
the operator fails to do the operation properly due to fumbling or lack of skill
or to difficulties encountered in the operation of jigs or fixtures, etc.
The observer must take pains not to eliminate element times which are a true
indication of the natural variations of the operation itself. A good rule to follow is to leave a high reading in the study unless there is a real reason for removing it. This phase of calculating the study requires considerable care and
skill. Whenever a rate is discussed and the time study is checked, a bad impression is created by a large amount of circling on the face of the study. It looks
like flying in the face of the facts. As the elapsed times more closely approach
the average of the element time readings, it becomes less necessary to eliminate
them, because such elimination does not appreciably affect the end result.
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Rated Average Time and Rate Computation
The average time for each handling element is calculated by totaling the encircled readings for each element and dividing this total by the number of such
readings. The average time is then rated and multiplied by the rating factor
decided upon by the time study man who made the observations. This gives the
rated average element time. The total of all rated average element times, handling and machining, here, as on the standard data sheets, equals base minutes.
The machining -time elements on machines with hand feed are treated in the
same way as previously discussed. On machines with automatic feed, the elements of machining time do not vary except in unusual cases and circling and
rating are usually unnecessary. Machining times should be checked for accuracy
concerning length of cut and feeds and speeds.
Having determined base minutes, the next step toward setting the operation piece -work price is to provide certain necessary allowances to be added to
this time. The first of these is personal allowance, which is 5 per cent of the
base minutes. The second is inherent delay allowance, which is defined as all
unavoidable delay the operator incurs other than for personal reasons and of a
duration not sufficient for him to be placed on a new assignment. Inherent
delay is considered to be short intervals of time spent clocking in and out on
the job, receiving instructions from supervision, minor tool changes, minor
machine and fixture adjustments, etc. (An inherent delay allowance was determined for each type of equipment used by this company, for example, drill
press 4 per cent, power mill 4 per cent, turret lathe 6 per cent.)
For operations other than combination machine operations, the following
piece -work price calculation is used:
Base minutes per piece plus personal and inherent delay allowances = Allowed minutes
per piece
Allowed minutes per piece x 100 (pieces) = 60 (minutes) = Allowed hours per 100 pieces
Allowed hours per 100 (pieces) x base rate + incentive allowances = Piece -work price per
100 pieces

The Problem of Combination Machine Operations
A combination machine operation is one of several operations of similar
nature run simultaneously by a single operator. It is composed of elements of
handling time with one or more elements of automatic machining time. The
difficulty of determining equitable piece -work prices on combination machine
operation, due to the fact that each operation has a different percentage of handling and machining time, is one of the principal reasons why such piece -work
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prices rates become inconsistent with each other and sometimes completely incorrect, eventually causing the entire piece -work installation to be discarded.
In companies with production schedules which involve running operations
for long periods of time, a fixed combination can be carefully time studied and
piece -work prices set, based on either total handling time or the longest operation cycle time, etc. However, in other companies, with short production runs, it
is unlikely that any operator will ever run the same combination of operations
more than once, due to the principles of probability.
There are many methods used in attempting to price these combination machine operations to establish equitable piece -work rates. The following are two
commonly used methods:
I. Each new combination is briefly time
studied, which involves employing a comparatively large time study department
to give incentive coverage.
2. A fixed percentage allowance is added

for machine interference time. This is
correct for only a portion of the opera Lions. Being an average, an allowance
of this type is insufficient for certain
combinations and is too great for others.

Approach to Pricing Combination Machine Operations
Inasmuch as no completely satisfactory way of pricing these operations had
been found, the company decided to do some independent research. This revealed that when two or more machines in a combination machine operation
complete their automatic machining cycle and are stopped at the same time, the
operator is able to unload and reload only one of them, which results in a
machine delay an the others. In many combinations this machine delay is a
sizable percentage of the work day. Further study disclosed that machine delay
time could be measured in advance by knowing the percentage of handling time
involved on each combination machine operation. A table was prepared which
showed the number of machines run and the percentages of handling time, and
factors were determined for each percentage of handling time for each number
of machines run. These factors incorporate the allowances for the machine delay
time experienced in combination machine operations.
To determine the price for combination machine operations, the one - machine
price (determined as previously indicated), is multiplied by the factor shown
under the appropriate percentage of handling time. (For the number of machines which should be run, see the explanation below under number of machines to run in combination.) However, it was also determined, where practicable, on combination machine operations which run together for long periods
of time as fixed combination of operations, that prices be set on either total
handling time or on the longest operation cycle time.
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Establishment of Handling Time Percentage Minimums
We have in this company two types of machine equipment:
Machines hand fed such as, hand millers,
drill presses, hand screw machines, etc.,
on which the operator is required to do
what we have defined as handling time
during the entire cycle. The operations
on these machines, having a manual
feed, are similar in this respect to bench
operations and have a 100 per cent
handling time.

from day rate to piece -work. The per.
centage of handling time was de.
termined to be at least 70 per cent.
This was done to remove from the plant
a condition which currently existed on
day rate, in which, for example, an operator running a single power milling
machine with a two - minute cycle composed of handling time of 1/2 minute
and machining time of 11/2 minutes,
spent only 25 per cent of his cycle time
handling (i.e., manual work) and 75 per
cent of his cycle time nonproductively
waiting for the machine to finish its au.
tomatic machining time. The operator
must remain near the machine but it is
not essential that he be closely observing the operation during the machining
time.

2. Machines with automatic feed, such as
power mill, turret lathe, drill press, etc.
In order to insure the company's obtaining a reasonable day's work from each
operator, it was necessary on machines
with automatic feed to determine the
percentage of handling time which
would be required of each operator, before changing his method of payment

Through the 70 per cent minimum handling time rule, the operator would
be required to nun three or four power milling machines, the purpose being to
CHART FOR DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF MACHINFS TO BE OPERATED

Percentage of
Handling Time
Required by
each Machine
Machine Normal
(Number or Machines
in Combination)

71 - 100

1

alt -

7

2

26 - 33

3

21 - 25

tl

17 - 20

5

1 - 16

6

EXHIBIT 2

reduce the total number of machine operators necessary and also to equalize the
work -load among the remaining operators. This, in itself, reduces the direct
labor cost of the product and is in addition to the usual gain made by placing
an operator on incentive. For example, an operator paid on a day -rate basis,
running one machine with a two - minute cycle produces about fourteen pieces
per hour. This would increase on incentive to about twenty-seven pieces per
hour. However, under the 70 per cent minimum handling time plan, the operator should be required to run four machines, which would result in a production of ninety pieces per hour (incorporating the machine delay factors).
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EXHIBIT 3

Number of Machines to Run in Combination
For combination machine operations, it was decided that machine normals
(number of machines to be operated in combination) would be necessary. For
this, the time study man calculated the percentage of handling time for single
machine operation and determined the machine normal as illustrated in Exhibit
2. This machine normal is used to guide supervision in determining how many
machines each operator should run in combination to give the most economical
operation and still not to develop too great an amount of machine delay.
On combination machine operations, either two or three piece -work prices
were set in accordance with indications offered by the chart in Exhibit 3. For
example, on 30 per cent handling time, prices would be set for operating a two,
three or four - machine combination. Three machines, indicated by the circle in
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Exhibit 3, is the machine normal for this percentage of handling time. These
prices were set to allow supervision some latitude in the assignment of work. In
the case of three operations with 25 per cent, 30 per cent and 35 per cent of
handling time, respectively, the operator with 25 per cent of handling time
would have a four - machine normal, the one with 30 per cent handling time a
three - machine normal, the one with 35 per cent handling time a two machine
normal. Therefore, supervision would be allowed to set up this group of operations as a three- machine combination, inasmuch as three - machine prices were
available for each operation in the combination.
Provision Made to Re -Study Operations As Methods Changed
Many companies have had unfortunate experience in operating piece -work
systems, due to the lack of factual information concerning existing methods, as
well as a lack of procedure in channeling information concerning changes in
methods through the necessary departments, so that proper adjustments may be
made in piece -work prices. In these cases, the methods of performing operations
have gradually changed over a period of time until they have come to bear
little relation to the original method. Gross inequities in the earnings on various
piece -work operations have resulted because they were not re- studied. These
changes in method may have been in tooling, fixtures, machines, gauges and
gauging requirements, additions to or deletions from the operations, themselves,
etc.
To establish the correct method for each operation and then to record all
changes therein, so that fair piece -work prices might be set, operation method
sheets were developed for each type of machine and also one for bench operation. The operation method sheets showed operation identification, material,
type of machine, and department in which performed. They also showed all
pertinent information which affected the timing and pricing of the operation,
including feeds, speeds, length of cut, type of locating and cleaning, required
burring and gauging.
The following procedure was adopted, with respect to maintenance of this
data on an up -to -date basis. The operation method sheet was to be made available to the operator, setup man, union representative, and foreman in the department in which the work was done. It was either to be filed in book form
or displayed on the machine (in the case of long - running operations). In setting up for the operation, the setup man was to be required to follow the
method sheet. If any change in method on the operation occurred, the price was
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to be discontinued by the foreman and the time study department notified, so
that the operation might be restudied and the old price reinstated or a new
price set.
Obtaining the Union's Agreement to the Installation
Time study policy involved collecting standard element data and doing other
detailed preparatory work before the first entire operation was time - studied for
pricing. After this preliminary work was completed, the next step was to inform
the employees of the company's decision to install an incentive system. Inasmuch
as the employees were represented by an international union, the matter was discussed first with its top committee. The members of this committee were informed of the company's current operating deficit and that a direct labor incentive plan would be installed to avoid progressive loss of business and ultimate
dissolution of the company.
The need for complete co- operation was explained to the union committee,
particularly during the installation period. It was acknowledged frankly that it
was very probable that many employees of lower seniority would be laid off due
to the increased productivity of the remainder on incentive, but it was also
pointed out that, with anticipated lower cost, the company might well obtain an
increased quantity of business and might eventually rehire many of these laid -off
employees. It was also explained to the top committee that grievances from
some operators should be anticipated during the installation of prices, due to
the fact that many operators would find that they were required to work much
harder on the incentive method of payment than on day rate. Assurance was
given that the company would endeavor to be completely fair in its policy of
pricing piece -work operations and would be willing to recheck operations where
necessary.
After considerable discussion the committee agreed that the installation of an
incentive system would be to the advantage of the majority of the union members and stated that they would give their complete co- operation. It was also
decided that both the company and the union would notify the employees of
the company's decision to install the direct labor incentive plan.
The Installation —and Grievance Experience
Piece -work price installations were begun at the same time in each of several
departments. This was done primarily to give at least a few of the operators
themselves in each of these departments increased earnings and so that the other
operators would be eager to start on incentive. It was also done to spread
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out the incidence of anticipated grievances, as it was recognized that if several grievances occurred in a single department at about the same time, resistance would build up among the operators to the system which had caused
them and that this resistance would extend to any rates on new operations.
The company used several methods in working out its time study grievances
with the union. The first and simplest of these was a check of current and past
earning rates which were presented to the union, showing operator identification, quantity of pieces, job time, piece -work price, and earnings per hour. The
second method was to take check studies of the operation involved, using an
operator as a demonstrator. The third method was to use a company demonstrator and have him do the operation in the presence of the aggrieved member
and his union representative. The fourth method, little used, was a demonstration by the time study man himself in the presence of the aggrieved member
and his representative. On many potential time study grievances, the union
stewards themselves, after investigation, convinced the operator of the fairness
of the piece -work price.
The union representatives proved to be open- minded at all times. Two conditions seemed to govern their action:
I. The company was setting fair piecework prices.
2. They found that the employees who
grievanced piece -work prices were, in
many cases, either inefficient operators

or inaccurate in their statements and
that most of these grievanced piecework prices were ultimately proved to be
correctly priced.

On the whole, the company's grievance experience turned out to be reasonably satisfactory. About five piece -rates out of each one hundred set were informally grievanced and about one in twenty of these grievanced piece -rates was
increased, usually due either to discovery of an error in computation or to an
element of operation which had not been incorporated in the time study. For
a number of manual operations piece -work price disputes continued for a considerable period of time.
Results of the Installation
The installation of piece -work prices resulted in much better control over
direct labor and its variances than previously. The piece -work prices were, of
course, used as the cost standard for each operation. On combination operations, each with several piece -work prices, the machine normal price was established to provide the accounting department with a cost standard for each operation. Cost variances on these combination operations were developed so that,
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when an operator ran one more machine than the normal required, a credit
variance was gained. On the other hand, when the operator ran one machine
less than the normal, a debit variance was established. This was done so that
supervision would have each operator run at least as many machines as established by the normal and to insure the company's obtaining at least 70 per cent
handling time from each operator.
The piece -work price installation also resulted in each operator's increasing
his production per hour. On combination machine operations, a further increased production per hour was obtained because of the additional machines
run. The direct labor cost was reduced by about 47 per cent and the production
per operator was more than doubled. Naturally, a sizable portion of this increased production did not result in direct labor saving to the company but in
additional earnings to the operator. Nevertheless, these higher operator earnings enabled the company, when hiring new employees, to obtain better - qualified
workers.
Many potential difficulties, such as weakened control of scrap and quality,
did not materialize and problems with the union, as have been shown, were so
anticipated as to be readily overcome without untoward effects.
As the period of operation under the piece -work prices lengthened, the cost
accountant developed a second profitgraph, to reflect the savings made in direct
labor cost. This profitgraph showed that the company was still operating at
35 per cent of sales capacity but that the break -even point had been reduced
to 25 per cent of sales capacity and that the loss of $5,000 per month (shown
on the first profitgraph) had now changed to a profit of $16,000 per month.
It showed, in short, that the improvement in the profit position of the company
amounted to $252,000 per year.
Incentives Important for Marginal Operations
It has been my experience that many companies operating without a direct
labor incentive find themselves unable to make a reasonable profit. In many of
these companies, the installation of a direct labor incentive plan would reduce
the break -even point and aid in obtaining a reasonable profit, as it did in the
case of the hypothetical company whose experiences we have just reviewed. In
certain of these companies, such a plan may also pave the way, through the increasing control attainable, for much greater operating efficiency. It would,
therefore, seem desirable that companies operating on a marginal basis carefully
investigate the savings made possible through the installation of a direct labor
incentive plan.
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OVERHEAD —GRADES A AND B
TH E ARTICLE ' W h y Shou ld 'We Allocate Overhead" by "Contributed" in the
September, 1950, issue of the Bulletin includes some interesting comments. The
point that the allocation of overhead is
often misleading instead of informing is
well taken. Perhaps consideration should
be given to classifying overhead in two
general types and of allocating it with
greater or less accuracy, depending on the
classification within which particular items
fall.

The first classification, according to this
proposal, is overhead which is so remote
from the product that it cannot be allocated
without arbitrary determination.
This
group, which we might term "overhead by
necessity," includes such items as building
maintenance, purchasing department expense, and the cost of factory accounting.
It is usually hard to find an equitable ba sis
of distribution for this type of overhead
and the accountant's attempt to do so can
pu t him "in hot wa ter."
The second overhead classification we
could call "overhead by choice." This is
overhea d more directly related to the product and includes such charges as machine
depreciation, power for machines, material
handling, tool expense, etc. The accountant, were he to choose to become meticulous in the extreme, could possibly find a
way to trea t these as direct charges. However, it is usually more expedient to
classify such items as overhead a nd to follow overhead allocation methods in charging product costs. Nevertheless, a sound
basis can generally be established and the
resulting allocation ha s a fairly high degree
of accuracy.
The accountant is, therefore, remiss in
his duty to management if he does not
make the proper effort to include "overhead by choice" in product costs although
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he can possibly justify excluding "overhead by necessity."
W ILLIS SHORTNESS, Peoria

MEMO ON SCHEDULE A
AT LEAST AS EARLY as the middle of February, the general accountant will be busy
preparing form 1120, United States Cor-

poration Income Tax Return. In connection therewith he must call upon the cost
accountant to provide data for Schedu le A,
Cost of Goods Sold. Under present -day
cost accounting, it can become difficult for
the latter to reconcile his breakdown of
cost of sales with the general ledger, even
though both cost ledger and general ledger
are in proper balance.
Because cost accounting has for one of
its aims the determination of costs by cost
centers and by individual products, the
costing process involves distributing expenses and costs to various operating departments, service departments, general
works, etc., and the redistribution of service depa rtment and general works expenses
to the operating departments, transfers out
of produ ction of produ ct costs at standard,
and the clearing of the ma nufacturing variances to cost of sales. Hence, if one were
to try to work up Schedule A from the cost
reports of the manufacturing cost centers,
considerable difficulty might be encountered, both in its preparation and reconciliation with the general ledger.
I have found a simple way to eliminate
this difficulty. The procedure is to post to a
13- column pad monthly, in a manner similar to Schedule A, figures for materials
bought, salaries and wages, and other costs
before distribution and allocations, and also
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of posting to this worksheet beginning a nd
ending inventory. In other words, Schedule A is filled in with expenses and costs
as they appear before distributions and
variance determinations rather than after.
Of course if any of the factory costs are
charged to accounts other than cost of sales,
due allowance mu st be made for these.
Cost of goods sold, so maintained,
should be reconciled periodically with the
general books. To arrive at the annual
figures it is necessary simply to add across,
using as beginning and ending inventories
the January 1 and December 31 inventories, respectively.
S. SPENCER DONALD, Newark

SHELF, BIN AND STORE ROOM
I N HIS ARTICLE in the September, 1950,
issue of the Bulletin, entitled "Wha t Cost
Reduction Means in Distribution," Lawrence L. Ellis points to the need of industry to get more value from each dollar
spent. He stresses quite properly, the reduction of investment in inventory as one
means of reducing distribution costs. In

too many companies, management is more
concerned with the necessity for maintaining inventory for distribution purposes,
tha n with the costs resu lting from this polity. Not only is it possible for inventory
investment to be avoidably high in total
value but an over - accumulation of obsolete,
slow moving, or surplu s materials is a likelihood in a large inventory and will result
in having working funds unnecessarily
frozen.
An effort to maintain at all times minimum adequate stock may serve to reduce
JANU ARY , 1 951

distribution costs as much as any other
single factor.
W. R. ARCHERD, Lehigh Valley

TO IDENTIFY RENEGOTIABLE
BUSINESS
W I TH TH E INCREASE OF BUSINESS subject
to renegotiation, it becomes increasingly
important that accounting procedures provide an automatic means to segregate sales
and costs for renegotiation reporting. A
method which might be used for a company having multiple sales classifications in
this respect, is to establish major and minor
codes for the required segregations. For
example, a major code might be established
as follows:

Code I —Army
Code 2— Ordnance

Code 4 —Air Force
Code 3 —Navy

A minor code (more than one code number might apply) might be established to
identify contracts as subject to:
Code I— Renegotiafion
Code 2— Cost - plus -fixed -fee
Code 3 —Price redetermination
Code 4— Profit limitafion
If these codes are, in turn, used in conjunction with the sales and cost of sales
account classifications, it is possible to segregate all sales and costs in a uniform
manner for renegotiation reporting. For instance, the account classification may provide for segregation of types of products
as follows:
Acct. No. 100— Transmission sales
Accf. No. 200 —Box sales
Acct. No. 300 —Parts sales
A coding of accounting records such as
300 -1 -1 would thus signify parts sales,
Army, subject to renegotiation.
DON GUTH, Des Moines
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Accounting Problems of Construction Contractors
by JOHN F. LEE
Partner, George Black & Co., Portland, Ore.

General and specialized contracting firms exist in impressive numbers
with an impressive industrial task to perform. That accounting is an
important guide to these companies is not lessened because they face
an inherently difficult cost reporting task or because, as the several
principal topics considered in this article may serve to illustrate, general accounting in this line runs quickly into theoretical alternatives
and practical perplexities.

power projects, levees, canals, docks, piers,
D harbors, channels, mills,water
and manufacturing plants —these are the developAMS, ROADS, BRIDGES,

ments which have been and are building the industry of the American nation.
Its vast resources and potentialities can be realized to their fullest extent only by
a farseeing program of development and construction. The contracting industry is probably the most vital instrument for growth at the hands of the people
of the North American continent.
Bonneville, Grand Coulee and other dams and the complementary facilities
for generation of electrical energy, did not just grow. The natural harbors and
waterways provided by a generous mother nature would be of no use to us if
adequate docking and transportation facilities were not provided by public and
privately financed construction. And there would be a meager supply of agricultural products and manufactured goods to be transported over our roads and
shipped over our harbor facilities if thirsty inland soils had not been stimulated
by the injection of life giving waters through irrigation projects and if lumber,
paper and flour mills, metallurgical, and other manufacturing plants had not
been constructed.
A "Risk" Industry
The construction industry is outstandingly an example of private enterprise.
Although many of the larger projects, other than the construction of mills,
manufacturing plants, etc., are financed by public money under supervision and
control of and to be operated by governmental agencies, very little of the actual
construction work is performed by public employees. Practically all of the various types of construction projects are performed by independent contractors
operating as single proprietors, partnerships or corporations. As would be in570
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dicated by the large number and various types of construction projects already
completed or in progress and the increasingly large number of similar projects
contemplated, there are many firms of contractors competing for such work.
Not only are general contractors in considerable numbers in most expanding
sections of the country but also, in addition, there are even more numerous
contractors for specialized work such as building, concrete, equipment, excavating, heating and ventilating, marine, masonry, paving, steel erection, etc.
The industry is one of potentially high profit justified by high risk. A contract is entered into to perform a specific job (generally for a stated amount of
total compensation) within a prescribed period of time, with penalties for exceeding the allotted time. The contractor cannot know in advance what hurdles
providence will place in his way, such as impossible weather, unexpected geological formations, untimely failure of equipment and many other possible
hazards.
However, despite the importance of the construction industry, relatively little
has been published on construction contractors' accounts. The business of contractors cannot be carried on successfully without books of account. The accounting system employed by the many firms may properly vary in the application of details but, to be adequate, it must conform to the fundamentals of
good accounting in the same way as in any other business. It must also recognize conditions inherent in the contracting business, which necessitates methods
of handling the accounts and preparing of financial statements somewhat different from the accounts and statements of business generally. In this paper we are
interested particularly in those phases of construction contractors' accounting
which may differ from accounting in other industries. Even here, because there
are so many phases of special interest, it will be necessary to concentrate on
those appearing to be the most important.
Number One Accounting Problem: The Recording of Income
Perhaps first importance attaches to the matter of determining and recording
profits on construction work. There are, generally speaking, two principles for
recording the results of long -term construction contracts.
1. On the basis of completed contracts.

2. On the accrual or annual basis.

Either principle is acceptable for the preparation of income tax returns (but
the taxpayer must be consistent) . The completed contract basis is perhaps in
most common use, except in the case of contracts the work under which will extend over a period of years and will entail the employment of a large amount of
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capital and on which periodic billings or estimates are rendered to secure working capital. Under the completed contract basis, the costs of the work and the
amounts of estimates billed are accumulated in the job and represent, respectively,
an inventory of work in process and of deferred income until the job is completed and closed out. Upon completion of the work and final billing therefor,
the total costs are transferred to cost of completed contracts and the total billings are transferred to income.
Any contracting firms, instead of showing on the balance sheet the inventory
of work in progress and also the deferred income from estimates billed, prefer
to net one total against the other and show either (if a net asset) the costs
incurred less the billings to date or (if a liability) the excess of billings over
costs incurred to date. It is prevalent practice to show net amount of work in
progress as a current asset and the excess of billings over costs as deferred
income.
Under the accrual or annual method of accounting, it is contemplated chat the
profits on uncompleted contracts will be transferred to the income accounts and
reported as the work progresses. There are several methods for which the
amount of profits to be taken up may be computed. They are generally known
and explained as follows:
Billings less costs to date —Under this
method the contractor takes up in profit
and loss the costs expended and the
estimates billed to date on the jobs in
progress. Needless to say, this method
will not present an accurate picture, as
the estimates billed may be behind the
actual amount of work done and there
will be unrecorded costs incurred or to
be incurred, such as cleaning up and
moving out, the total of which apply to
the job.
2 Percentage of completion —Under this
method the percentage of the total job
which has been completed is estimated
by the contractor's or the customer's
engineers and the same percentage of
the total contract price is taken up as
gross income against which the costs to
date are applied.
3 Percentage of cost of completion —This is
a variation of the percentage of com-

pletion method. The percentage of the
costs to date to the total calculated
costs of the whole contract, is applied
to the total contract price to ascertain
the amount to take up as gross income.
4. Cost plus a percentage for profit —This
is a simple and self - explanatory method
used in the case of "cost plus" contracts.
5. Cost accounting method —This method
may be used advantageously where the
job is susceptible to being broken down
into units, such as so many yards of
fill or concrete, so many thousand bricks
laid, so many feet of paving completed,
etc. Income and cost are matched for
each section of the work. The method
may result in considerable distortion
where unbalanced bids have been submitted for various phases of a whole
project.

Records of Costs, Billings, and Contract Detail
It will be recognized that, in order to follow any of the methods of accounting for profits or losses on the contractor's various jobs in progress at any given
time, an adequate record must be maintained of the costs incurred and estimates
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billed on each job. This is generally accomplished by maintaining separate
ledger accounts for each job or, in the case of the larger contracting companies,
a separate job ledger with controlling accounts in the general ledger. The
methods by which the charges and credits for each job find their way to the
proper job accounts from the payrolls, voucher registers, cash receipts records
and other sources of original entry need not be described as they are more or
less fundamental and may vary somewhat in unimportant ways with different
companies. It is desirable, of course, that an adequate system of internal control
be employed and that the essentials of a good cost system be observed.
The contractor should also have some form of ledger or record in which are
recorded various details of the contracts into which he has entered. The information contained for each contract may vary according to the desires of the firm
but generally will include a description of the work, location, principal amount
of ,the contact, period of time in which job must be completed, provision for
penalties if the work is not completed on time, record of extras or omissions
agreed upon after the original contract is signed, and the resulting additions or
deductions from the contract price.
Equipment Cost Problem Has Numerous Aspects
Most contracting firms own some equipment. The smaller firms may own
only small tools and equipment and may depend on renting heavier equipment,
such as power shovels, cranes, derricks, barges, dredges, tractors, graders, scrapers, trucks, etc., from equipment rental contractors or from larger construction
contractors, when the need arises. The larger general contracting firms generally
own their own heavy equipment.
Where heavy equipment is rented by the contractor for use on a particular
job or jobs, the problem of allocating the cost of equipment operations to the
particular jobs, is comparatively simple. However, for the larger concerns owning their own heavy equipment, it may be extremely difficult to obtain an accurate location to the jobs in progress of the expense of equipment maintenance,
depreciation, and operating costs. It will be realized that, with several jobs
in progress, the equipment may be scattered in many locations, some equipment
may be used intermittently on different jobs, and there will always be some
equipment in the contractor's yard which is not being used.
Some of the costs of operating the equipment when used on a job —such as
fuel oil, gasoline, lubricants and other supplies —are easily determined and
charged to the particular job but other costs —such as depreciation, taxes, repairs,
etc. —are not so susceptible of allocation. Most contractors adopt the method
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of establishing a unit cost of operation for pieces of equipment and charge the
jobs at these rates, based on the time the equipment is used on each. To accomplish this, accurate equipment records must be kept which show location of
each item and when it is moved on and off each job. An equipment operating
cost ledger, in which is recorded the cost of operating and maintaining each
piece of equipment, would be a desirable adjunct to enable a more or less accurate determination of the cost of equipment operations per unit of time. It is
doubtful, however, if very many of the general contractors' accounting records
are refined to this extent.
When Quarries or Like Properties are Operated
In addition to owning equipment, the contractor may own (or operate under
lease) a rock quarry or a gravel -pit from which he obtains material for road
ballast, concrete aggregate, riprap, and other building materials. Separate accounts are generally carried for such operations so far as necessary to determine
cost per unit of material produced. The product of the quarry or pit may be
sold to other contractors or used in the firm's own jobs. If the material is used
for own jobs, it may be charged to the job at the calculated cost of production
and transportation per unit at current market prices, or at arbitrary rates. The
contractor owning of operating natural resources of this type may record charges
to his own jobs with credit to income of the quarry or pit, so that the advantage of the operations may appear in the records. Again proper elimination of
interdepartmental profit must be made in the preparation of financial statements.
Large Jobs as Pseudo - Business Entities
Occasionally on a large job, an independent set of records will be maintained
as if the job were a separate business entity. This is particularly true if the location of the project is a considerable distance from the contractor's head office.
Special bank accounts are opened in which are deposited advances from the head
office for working capital. All expenses, purchases of supplies, payrolls, etc., are
paid from the special bank accounts and all the cost accounting for the job is
carried in the job records. Proper control must be maintained by the head office
and the billings of estimates are generally made from the head office. Upon
completion of the project, the job records are closed into the general records.
Joint Venture Mode of Operation
On many of the larger construction jobs for governmental agencies, such as
large dams, bridges, etc., the working capital required may be more than one
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contractor cares to (or is able to) furnish. In these cases, it is common practice
for two or more contracting firms to join together as participants in a joint
venture, each furnishing a specified percentage of the required working capital.
The joint venture then performs the work as a separate entity. The contract with
the government may be signed by only one of the participants on its own behalf as sponsor or, in some instances, it may be signed by each of the participants. In any case a joint venture agreement is entered into between the several participants, similar to a partnership agreement, in which the terms of participation and distribution of the profits are specified. One of the firms generally acts as sponsor, furnishing the accounting, technical engineering, and supervising personnel. The required equipment may be purchased especially for the
job or may be furnished by the sponsor or another participant by outright sale
to the joint venture or on a rental basis.
The joint venture, being a separate entity, must maintain its own accounting
records and, although it is not subject to income taxes, itself, must prepare and
file its own partnership information returns reporting the results of its operations and the share of profits distributed to each participant. The joint venture
may elect to report its operations for tax purposes on one of the bases mentioned earlier, that is, completed contract basis or accrual or annual basis. It
may also establish a fiscal tax year independent of the tax year of any of its
participants. The profits or losses reported by the joint venture must be taken
up by the respective participants, and included in taxable income in the year
within which falls the end of the joint venture's fiscal year. This is true even
though no distribution is made by the joint venture to the participants.
Inasmuch as the advances to the joint venture are in the nature of current
working capital furnished for work in progress, the participants usually include
them on their balance sheets as current assets, together with the amount of their
shares of undistributed profits from the project. In some cases, when the project will extend over a period of years and the accounting therefore is on the
completed contract basis, the participants may not be justified in carrying the
investment as a current asset.
Billings, Deposits, Multistate Work
The accounts receivable of a contracting firm may consist of charges of varying degrees of currency. The most current of course are billings for completed
contracts or progress billings or estimates which may be expected to be collected
within a short period of time. Then there may be billings for work done on
extras or which may be in dispute for some reason or other. On most of the
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larger projects it will be found that a certain amount, generally a fixed percentage of each billing for work in progress, is retained by the customer until
satisfactory completion of the total project and acceptance by the customer.
These may be classed as current or noncurrent depending on the circumstances
in each case.
Upon submitting a bid for performing construction work, the contractor is
generally called upon to make a deposit of a certain percentage of the amount
bid. The deposit is to be returned if the bid is not accepted or, if the contract
is awarded, it is to be held until the job is completed. Deposits are often made
also for securing plans or specifications to be used in computing the bid contract price. Such deposits should be classified as to current and noncurrent assets according to their particular nature.
Many contractors accept and work on contracts in more than one state. It
will be necessary in these cases to keep the job records in such a manner that the
results of the contracts carried on in each may be determined, so that the income resulting therefrom, taxable in each state, may be accurately reported.
Some states require that such income be reported on the specific job basis, while
others require the total income of the contractor to be allocated on the basis of
specific factors, such as the proportion of the total of gross income, salaries and
wages, physical property values, etc., within the state, or a combination of several
such factors. Where the contractor is a participant in a joint venture, its distributable portion of the profits or losses of the venture must be reported to the
state in which the joint venture is being performed and the tax paid thereon. A
portion of the general overhead of the participant may be allocated as a deduction from the income so reported to the various states.
But the Principles are the Same
As previously indicated the application of sound accounting principles is all
that is necessary in the records of construction contractors, although this application may not always be clear sailing. I have endeavored to point out some of
the particular problems which may be encountered and how in my experience
they have been treated. No attempt has been made to go into the intricacies of
the determination and recording of job costs because the problem of segregation of job costs is a familiar one in many industries. With regard to the aspects which are not so familiar and to which some attention has been given in
this article, it is unfortunate that more information has not been compiled and
published relative to the subject. We could use it today in many parts of the
country where construction projects continue to be of so much importance.
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System The Hard Way —
A General Contractors Story
by HAROLD L. TANDY
Chief Accountant, T. W. Cunningham, Inc., Bangor, Maine

The pressures attendant on execution of government construction contracts under war conditions are reflected in the initial portions of
this article. On what may be regarded as the "Jorge" of these conditions there was hammered out the elements of a cost system which
has since also benefited from postwar improvements in accounting
equipment and the relatively (though by no means absolutely) less
exacting operating conditions then obtaining.

for information on construction accountI ing, there is offered here for discussion
and criticism a large segment of our
N ORDER T O H E L P ME E T T H E NE E D

company's experience. We are well aware that the system now used is not the
last word and are considering further changes at this moment. Discussion in
this article will be more from the main office viewpoint than the field office.
Our firm could perhaps be classified as medium in size, handling from one to
six million dollars of contracts in a year. These have been diversified in type,
including both lump sum and cost plus contracts.
History, both of the business and from a somewhat personal viewpoint, will
be mixed in with descriptive material in the interests of illustrating the development of an accounting system under varying conditions. The history involved
goes back to the days and conditions of World War II. It will take the company
through several periods of its existence.
PERIOD I —BULK OF THE WORK IN A LARGE CONTRACT

The writer's introduction to construction accounting was strenuous. Without
previous construction experience, he arrived in Maine two weeks after the firm
had started on a million dollar lump -sum contract to build ninety-seven buildings for an army airport. An auditing firm had supplied a chart of accounts, a
copy of Contractors' Accounting Practice by William M. Affelder, printed in
1924, and a suggested system for keeping separate costs on each building. Besides the paymaster and a few men in his department, none of the other men
and women already employed in the accounting office had had any construction
experience. The United States Engineers had supplied two sheets which, if
memory serves correctly, suggested seven cost classifications with subheadings
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somewhat in the following order with like detail for each:
A. Excavating
Feature I —Labor
Feature 2— Materials
Feature 3— Expense

B. Concrete and Reinforcing Steel
Feature I —Labor
Feature 2— Materiels
Feature 3— Expense

Other items were carpentry, masonry, and costs covered entirely by subcontractors. The subcontracts offered no difficulties, since no breakdown was required on them.
The contract had been bid in three sections, all of which had been awarded
to us, and the job had been organized in the same way. The sections were:
Section A. Barracks and service building.
Section B. Officers' quarters.

Section C. Hospital buildings

Labor Accounting Ad Lib
Since payrolls were increasing fast we tackled this problem first. Each section had its superintendent, timekeeper, and field office. We used daily time
cards, usually one time card for each foreman and his crew. The men's names,
starting and closing time, and total hours were shown on one side. The other
side showed hours for the different kinds of work done. The date, building
number, or location of the work were, of course, also shown. These time cards
were turned in daily to the central payroll department and posted to the payrolls. We were required to furnish copies of our payrolls to the government
auditors. They checked the payrolls carefully and we came to depend on them
for our internal audit as to rates and mathematical accuracy. Underpayments
were pretty well audited by the men, themselves, but our only safeguard against
overpayments was the hourly checking of the men on the job by the timekeepers.
Afterwards the cards were used to distribute the labor by cost classifications
and building numbers. A cost ledger was set up with a page for each building,
but we soon found out that there were labor costs which could not be carried to
an individual building. There were labor costs on temporary field offices, tool
and storage sheds, temporary roads, etc. There were also labor costs which involved several buildings or a whole section, as when a concrete plant was set
up to supply concrete for all buildings in the vicinity. To complicate matters
further, a woodworking shop was set up where roof trusses, cabinets, shelving,
and finish woodwork were prefabricated for the whole job.
However, the labor force soon increased to fifteen hundred men and in the
rush, all that we could do was to carry the labor costs as close as possible to the
individual building. A portion was carried to an undistributed cost sheet in578
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serted in front of each section (Section A, B, C, referred to previously). In
front of the ledger were sheets for the overhead items and service departments,
e. g. repairs of equipment, etc.
It was fortunate (or perhaps intentional) that the cost classifications set up
by the government engineers followed the classifications of labor for workmen's
compensation insurance. It is not always so. The required breakdown does not
necessarily follow occupational classifications, i.e. laborers, masons, etc. A
laborer may be excavating, on concrete work, or helping carpenters. Carpenters
may be building forms for concrete or putting up staging for masons. For compensation insurance purposes, it is therefore often necessary to go back to the
time cards and make another analysis. It did become necessary on this contract
to eliminate overtime rates, since compensation insurance premiums are based
on straight time rates of pay. However, it was of great assistance that our labor
cost breakdown was so similar to what was required by the insurance company
that the insurance payroll figures could be obtained from our labor cost ledger.
Accounting For Materials: What Went Where?
The handling of material costs was our next problem. Despite the fact that
this was a lump sum contract, we soon found out that the engineers required
copies of all our invoices and receiving reports. (They ran some kind of a cost
system.) In setting up the purchase book, we had to arrange to handle the costs
for several other contracts on which we were working at that time. For the large
job, we used separate columns for outside labor, materials, subcontracts, and
expenses. We also left descriptive columns beside materials and expenses, in
which we indicated the kind of material or the kind of expense. Additional
columns were used for the other contracts and general ledger accounts. When
necessary because of lack of space, we condensed or combined, and analyzed
the columns at the end of the month for posting.
From the purchase book we posted the costs to a material and expense ledger
set up by buildings in the same way as the labor cost ledger which has been
described. In addition, we first attempted to keep the government cost classification detail for each building, but we soon ran into difficulties and abandoned
it. Cement could be used under the concrete classification or masonry, lumber
for formwork under concrete or under carpentry. Often lumber used for forms
was salvaged and used for carpentry. Lumber and cement were purchased in
large quantities and we were not kept informed as to how it should be distributed in our costs.
Even in simply charging material for individual buildings we ran into probJ A N U A R Y , 1931
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lems. For this distribution we used the destinations indicated on the receiving
reports. The job (like most in wartime) was a rush job and detail men directed
the flow of material through the material checkers at the gate. Often the items
were diverted from the building for which they were ordered to another building. They were frequently stock piled for a section or for group of buildings
and were supposed to be charged to the separate buildings on transfer slips. As
with labor we had to be satisfied with carrying material costs as close to the individual building as possible.
About this time, we first saw the Bureau of Labor Statistics report form and
we discovered from the contract that we were required to fill it out. It is important for someone in the accounting department to read the contract, since
the contract ferquently makes special demands on the accounting department
for information which may not ordinarily be provided. In addition to relatively
easily obtained payroll values and manhours per week, the report required the
dollar value of materials under 127 classifications. There we knew why it was
fortunate that we had provided a descriptive space beside the material column
in the purchase book. (Incidentally, the reports were required up to the fifteenth of each month instead of to the end of the month.) Although we had
abandoned the attempt to break down material costs under the government cost
classifications, we thus had to try to show the material costs by each building
under the Bureau of Labor Statistics classifications.
The volume of paper on materials seemed tremendous. For example, 12,000
loads of gravel meant the same number of receiving slips in duplicate and, for
some reason, the sand and gravel men used slips of paper two or three inches
square which can be easily lost. Receiving slips on lumber had to be converted
into board feet before checking against the invoices. Also on lumber, the engineers required a report by a lumber inspector, certifying the quantity and quality. The receiving report, inspection report, and invoice often differed as to
quantity, since it is difficult for two men to tally a load of lumber with the same
result. To guard against the loss of receiving reports, the material checkers at
the gate ran a daily journal listing the materials received either by suppliers or
by types of material. Before claiming a shortage, we checked our records against
this journal.
School of Experience
From this first large contract, we learned a number of lessons:
I. Labor costs can be kept fairly accurately
by individual buildings.
2. It is almost impossible, on a rush job,
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the same way as labor costs.
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3. It is wise to use descriptive columns for
materials and expense to provide means
for further analysis when needed. For
instance, the cost of renting equipment
was one item that we had to dig out
for a Government investigating com-

mittee and it was also required for renegotiation of contracts.
4. The posting of time to the payrolls in
the central office resulted in more errors
and oversights than if it had been done
in the field.

PERIOD II —TWO OR THREE MONTH CONTRACTS

During the period of sixty and ninety day government contracts, we used the
lessons learned on this first contract. We provided detailed cost records on labor
but not on materials. Our management believed that some control of labor costs
could be maintained and that the information was valuable for estimating and
bidding on new contracts. The material quantities and cost can be determined
in advance quite accurately by the estimators. We therefore kept our material
costs in a manner to facilitate the handling of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports.
As mentioned, the posting of time to the payrolls in a central office seemed
to result in numerous errors under the conditions prevalent at that time. We
obtained better results later by making each timekeeper responsible for his payroll. When no time was reported for a man, the timekeeper could refer to his
check -in system to see whether the man was absent or whether he had checked
in and was missed by the foreman. This decentralization cut down the number
of payroll errors and also cut down the peak load in the central office.
Ledger Accounts Maintained
During this period of one to three month government contracts, we were
using three classes of accounts in our general ledger covering costs and income
on contracts:
I. Jobs -in- process.
2. Cost of work billed.

3. Requisitions (invoices)

A separate ledger sheet under each of these classifications was set up for
each contract. It was originally recommended and planned to transfer costs from
the jobs -in- process account to the cost of work billed as the work was invoiced.
In practice, it was impossible to determine monthly the cost of work billed.
Also, we found it inconvenient, in determining the total cost of a contract to
date, to look at both the jobs -in- process account and the cost of work billed
account, in order to obtain the necessary information. We therefore developed
the practice of leaving all costs in the jobs -in- process accounts until the annual
closing of the books. Hence we used only one cost of work billed account,
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instead of one for each contract. The separate accounts were not needed and
only filled up the general ledger.
The monthly requisition (invoice) showed a detailed breakdown of the
progress of the work, based on the total contract price. These figures, therefore,
included our expected profit. Some requisitions were based on the amount of
work completed and others took into consideration the materials stored on the
job.
Special Requirements of Government Agencies
One government agency during this period required payrolls on its own form.
This form was too wide for any typewriter on hand or that we could buy, although we finally found one that we could rent at a premium price. This payroll not only showed the tax deductions but the employer's taxes for the individual men. Why, we do not know. It also required a breakdown into unskilled,
semiskilled, and skilled labor.
There was also a request from rationing authorities for reports on quantities
of lumber used and quantities which we anticipated using. It was possible to
provide past performance data by digging out all the lumber invoices and taking
off quantities, but to anticipate our needs accurately proved a practical impossibility. There was considerable secrecy concerning war contracts and we could
not guess what work was being planned or whether or not we would be successful in bidding for it. Although we were able to convince the rationing authorities that they had no jurisdiction over these high priority government contracts, the information request did indicate to us that we could not safely simplify our methods in entering material purchases. We had to bear in mind that
further analysis might be required at any time.
PERIOD III — NUMEROUS SMALL CONTRACTS

With the slowing up of large government contracts and with restrictions remaining on private building, we ran into a period of numerous small contracts
for maintenance and repairs. They were almost impossible to estimate in advance, especially in the case of fire damage restorations, since serious further
damage might be uncovered after starting work on the job. This was also a
period of rising prices, shortages, etc. These contracts were, therefore, taken on
a management basis (cost plus a fee) . It will exemplify the diverse nature of
contracts during this period to mention one. A railroad in the state was permitted to repair the structures all along its line and wanted to know the costs
by building.
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Voucher Files Replace Cost Ledger Temporarily
In view of the fact that we were sometimes working on seventy different jobs
in a week, our methods of distributing costs to each job through the purchase
book were not satisfactory, since there were not enough columns available. Posting by hand to a cost ledger was slow and not usually completed at the end of
the month when it was needed for billing purposes. For this reason, we abandoned the cost ledger temporarily.
On management contracts we furnished the owner with copies of payrolls,
duplicate invoices, transfer slips, petty cash vouchers, etc., that is, with copies of
anything entering into the cost of the job. We set up a file by job numbers in
which these duplicate papers were accumulated until billed. Also with our
own file copy of the invoice, we kept a duplicate set of payrolls and material and
expense invoices for easy reference in case any questions were raised by the
owner. To avoid omissions, the items in the purchase book were checked off as
they were billed to the owner. This was a slow process, because the number of
columns in the purchase book was limited, and it had become necessary to enter
mar-y of the smaller jobs in one column and to analyze the columns at the end
of the month to obtain the figures for each contract.
THE SYSTEM EVOLVES

We had been considering machine accounting for sometime but during the
war, such machines were not available. About the time of Period III just described, we noticed that a few machines were coming through, although we
found out on inquiry that deliveries were very slow. However, we began to
consider seriously how a bookkeeping machine could be applied to our problem.
The Long Trail to a Machine - Posted Job Card
Perhaps the most usual applications of machine accounting are those which
involve accounts receivable or accounts payable and operate to post to a card
and clear the machine in various sales or cost columns. We had comparatively
few accounts receivable and, since requisitions or invoices were sent out once a
month, the transactions in these accounts were not numerous. The handling of
purchases was our big problem. We also used separate control accounts for subcontracts payable and occasionally segregated accounts payable on a particular
contract where the owner required it.
However, our greatest difficulty was with the debit side, distributing costs
to the various jobs. (It has been indicated that the number of jobs had forced
us to suspend use of our original job cost ledger.) We began considering the
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use of a job -in- process ledger card in place of the usual accounts payable ledger
card and this brought up the question as to what information would be needed
on such a job cost card.
First, past experience indicated that we should have the vendor's name.
On management contracts, this information was needed for identification when
checking off the billed items against our invoice to the owner and for picking
out any unbilled items. At this time, we did not have the problem of classifying
materials for government reports, but it seemed wise to have the vendor's name
on the cost card for this purpose also, in the event of future need. Secondly,
we decided that the job cost card should show four cost classifications: labor,
materials, subcontracts, and expenses. When our engineers estimate a job, they
show their estimated costs under these headings, thus setting up (in effect)
budgets against which actual costs can be checked. With the job cost card set
up in the same way, we could determine under which classification the estimate
might have been wrong.
A third problem was the handling of the general ledger accounts (including
contracts to job cost card entries), since it seemed natural to enter a journal
sheet simultaneously with postings to the job card. We needed at least three
credit columns, two for payable accounts and one for accrued payroll, and a
debit column for equipment charges, overhead expenses, and other general
ledger accounts. In designing a journal sheet for use with a bookkeeping machine, we planned for the following spaces:
Jobs in process
Old balance
Date
Folio
Contract number
Labor
Materials
Subcontracts
Expenses
Vendor's name
New balance

General Ledger
Accounts payable, miscellaneous
Accounts payable, subcontracts
Accrued payroll
Other
Account number
Amount

It also seemed desirable to provide extra columns in case it became necessary
to set up a separate accounts payable account on a particular contract.
Having thus assembled the elements of our problems, we presented it to
a number of salesmen for bookkeeping machine manufacturers. One salesman
spent considerable time designing a job cost card and journal sheet which would
fit his machine and give us the desired information. His firm also provided
service in our city. Because of the volume of our work we had to consider this
factor.
At first, since we could not obtain delivery of a machine for some time,
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we printed up some of the job cost cards and posted to them by hand from our
purchase book. Later we were loaned a bookkeeping machine which could do
the posting but not the rest of the job, since it did not have the necessary
number of accumulators. Because these make -shift methods saved time and
provided the necessary information, we became convinced that we were on the
right track.
Our machine was delivered after a year and we have used it now for several
years with satisfaction. As an additional procedure, we use the machine in a
separate operation for posting to the accounts payable cards. By employing for
this a card the same size as the job cost card, we post without changing the
setup of the machine. It probably is not as fast as a strictly accounts payable
machine, but we obtain accuracy in payable work, as well as a greater return
on our investment in the machine through this extra use of it.
Two Payroll Problems and Solutions
From the period of numerous cost plus jobs came two payroll problems.
For one, a separate -payroll for each job was needed so that we could supply
the owners with copies. We purchased a duplicating machine and furnished the
timekeepers with copying pencils. We could, therefore, run off copies of the
original payrolls on the duplicating machine, and this eliminated the typing
job and consequent errors. We believe that, where the owner receives a copy
of our actual payroll rather than a typed copy, there may be a factor of greater
confidence in its accuracy. Related to this first problem, some owners also
requested copies of our time cards and payroll receipts. The latter were provided by equipping the pay envelopes with a receipt form on a detachable flap.
The second problem had to do with the arrival of withholding taxes and
our practice of running a separate payroll for each contract. Because we could
not supply each small job with a timekeeper, we had set up what might be
called "time centers." One timekeeper would handle all the small jobs in his
area. Since our workmen frequently spent time on several jobs within a week, it
became necessary for the timekeeper to set up a master payroll for his area.
The individual job payrolls were posted to a master sheet and the deductions
for social security and withholding tax were computed on this sheet.
Workmen were also transferred between cost centers. Hence, we developed
the habit of keeping the home office master sheet open until all payrolls were
in, so that most of these adjustments for withholding tax could be handled in
the home office. The master payrolls cut down the number of postings to the
earning records. They also provided a check against over - payments, e.g. when
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a man is transferred, two timekeepers might carry him for the same travel
time. When the master sheet showed a man credited with more time than the
prevailing work day, a check was made to see whether or not there was duplication of time reported.
Why We Needed A "Sales" Book
The need for a "sales" book likewise came up during the period of numerous
small contracts. To explain its use, we must also discuss portions of our general
procedure under a number of headings. In the two initial periods, with only
a few large requisitions (billings), these were entered in the general journal
but, in the third period, we found a need for new methods of adjusting costs on
transfers of materials, recording warehousing markup and entering job charges
for rentals of our equipment, nonbusiness telephone calls, use of small tools,
etc. The sales book was set up to handle these various charges and credits,
thereby reducing the number of postings to the general ledger.
To take care of the various entries, the sales book page has the following
headings:
Debits
Contracts receivable
Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Miscellaneous accounts payable
Subcontracts payable

Jobs in process
Job number
Materials
Expenses
Credits

Requisitions
Job number
Amount

Miscellaneous income
Rental of equipment
Telephone and telegraph
General ledger

Recording and Pricing of Material Transfers
Among the transactions for which the sales book was made to serve, transfers ranked first in importance. Transfer slips were used to cover the transfer of
materials from the warehouse to jobs and the reverse, and also between jobs.
Copies were filed, along with duplicate payrolls and invoices, in the jobs in
process file to which we have referred. At the end of the month, the transfers
were summarized, priced, and billed to the owner along with the direct purchases. They could have been entered in the purchase book, but it seemed easier
to enter them from the invoice to the owner as one lump sum. Because there
were also other job charges related to sundry income accounts, which could not
be easily handled through the purchase book, we set up jobs in process columns
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in the sales book. These proved to meet the need satisfactorily.
The pricing of materials on transfer slips has been a problem which we
have not yet solved satisfactorily. It has not been difficult on current purchases, but we have occasionally found use for materials left over from old
jobs. There were also materials purchased on lump sum contracts, for which
we had no unit prices. At various times, we have started price books or have
accumulated duplicate invoices under material classifications. However, when
we saw the number of price books in use in a wholesale house, we gave up
the idea. We found that most wholesalers were willing to give us prices on
these materials. (If we dispose of them apart from a contract, we try not to
undersell our suppliers) .
Warehouse and Yards —Cost and Income; Back Charges
With respect to warehouse and yards it happened that, since materials were
scarce throughout the three periods of operation which have been identified,
we frequently bought available lots and stored them for future use. It was also
cheaper to buy in carload lots. For convenience, we set up the warehouse as
though it were a separate job in the jobs -in- process account. Materials, labor,
and expenses were charged on this card. The materials were bought at varying
costs and we believed that, when they were used for the convenience of our
customers, we were entitled to a sufficient markup to cover the handling costs.
We treated the sales of this material as miscellaneous income and were satisfied
if this income covered the warehouse costs.
There was still another type of revenue transaction worked between warehouse charges and miscellaneous income. These were a number of small jobs,
taken as a matter of accommodation to friends or previous customers and too
small to set up as individual contracts, which we handled through the warehouse accounts under a subdivision called "miscellaneous jobs," with a separate
card for each job. Income from these jobs was also credited to the miscellaneous
income account through the sales book.
In another subdivision of the warehouse account, we recorded what we call
"back charges." Frequently, materials were purchased f.o.b. destination, but
were shipped collect, or subcontractors shipped in materials collect. Such
charges were recorded on separate cards under the name of each firm and
credited to these cards when billed, thus eliminating the possibility of their
being overlooked. In both instances, they were journalized through the sales
book.
There are other types of back charges than those to suppliers and subconJANUARY , 1951
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tractors for freight and express discussed above. For example, rather than
employ a carpenter for a few hours or ship in some materials which we already
have on the job, our subcontractors may ask for some of our workmen and
materials. There may also be correctional work properly chargeable to a supplier
or subcontractor. We have to keep track of these items and issue invoices.
On all such back charges, we make charges for social security taxes and
insurance on labor plus a percentage for overhead. Rather than try to break
up these charges into their component cost accounts and credit them to labor,
materials, and expense already charged to job costs, we take the easy way out
and credit them to the requisition (billing) account for the job.
We have found from experience that it is not wise to enter these back charges
as a receivable account. The subcontractors and material suppliers seldom send
checks for them and expect us to deduct them from our payments. Therefore,
to prevent overlooking them and to simplify our entries, we charge them direct
to the payable account.
Equipment Rental Charged to Jobs
Equipment usage was charged to the jobs and credited to rental of equipment
through the sales book. We still use this method on all jobs and watch the
difference between this "income" account and the equipment operating cost
account mentioned below.
When the jobs were few in number, we charged the operating costs of
equipment to the job on which they occurred, but we later ran into instances
in which a major repair occurred on a small job when we knew that the conditions of a previous job were the cause. Therefore, we started keeping all
equipment operating costs in a separate account. These costs should perhaps
have been distributed to the jobs on the basis of hours of use, but lack of time
prevented us from obtaining the called for figures, and we distributed them on
the basis of labor.
When the management contracts came along in Period III, it became necessary to keep accurate allocation of equipment use costs. For trucks this was
not difficult, since the truck drivers' time on the payroll gave the proper proportionate basis. Other equipment was charged and credited to a job on the
transfer slips.
Other Job Charges: Small Tools, Telephone Calls
Another transaction journalized through the sales book related to small
tools. The use of small tools on a management contract presents a problem,
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since they wear out or become broken, lost, or stolen. We started out by charging all new tools to the job at cost and used tools at a percentage of original
cost. When the tools were returned, we credited new tools to jobs at seventyfive per cent of their cost and old tools at fifty per cent. Of course, it was
difficult to determine which were "old" or "new ", especially if many tools
had disappeared from the job. Most contracts are now written specifying a
percentage of cost for use of tools. This simplifies bookkeeping and puts the
pressure on us to see that the tools are taken care of.
This brings up the further question of the definition of small tools. There
are some items which last only for the length of the job, such as files, star
drills, and brooms. On one job, the government auditor classified a metal rimmed tag as a small tool, making it nonreimbursable as a separate item and
includible in the small tool fee. It was a small item but the instance illustrates
the trouble which may arise. It is wise to specify in the contract what constitutes a small tool.
Over the entire period since 1940 —to which this article as a whole relates —
expediting the delivery of materials was an expensive item and we have been
charging home office telephone expense to the cost of the various jobs concerned. Our telephone operator keeps a record of toll calls and the monthly
invoice is analyzed and charges made to the contracts. The actual entry of the
telephone charge to the job -in- process is made through the sales book when
the invoice to the owner (so far as it includes sales book transactions) is entered, and the credit is to the telephone overhead account.
A FEW ITEMS OF PRACTICE

Not yet discussed are a number of matters of varying degrees of importance
to the accounting system, mention of which may broaden the picture of practice
given in this article. They include the handling of contracts somewhat or completely as independent business units, the subject of owner's commitment
records, contract receivable and payable records and the handling of percentages
retained from payments until completion of contracts.
Separate Entity Contracts and Joint Ventures
We have handled management (cost plus fee) contracts in two different
ways, not through choice but in line with the wishes of the owner. The first
method, applicable to cases in which the owner has been a government agency,
was to set the job up as a separate entity. Costs were paid out of funds set up
in a bank for exclusive use of the job. Practically all the records were kept
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"on location ". There was a project manager, purchasing agent, accountant, etc.
on the job. Since it was difficult in these instances to obtain reimbursement
within the contract for any service provided by the home office, we tried to
avoid rendering such services, although at the start of each job it was necessary
to supply forms from company stock until they could be printed for the contract.
Of course, cost reimbursements and fee payments as due were sent by the
government to the home office. The job office had to send in copies of their
requisitions on the government for these amounts. In the home office, therefore,
we had to record the requisitions, payments received, funds advanced to the
job, and the amount of fee received.
Another management contract of this type was a joint venture with another
contractor. This had to be set up on a completely separate basis, The venture
was considered a separate employing unit and paid its own social security,
unemployment, and excise taxes. Reimbursements for costs were made to it
direct by the government. All that we had to record were the funds advanced
to it and payments to us for use of equipment and for our fee.
Other "Management" Contracts
The second type of management contract is one in which the home office
provides many of the services, such as purchasing, expediting, stenographic,
and clerical. It is usually cheaper for the owner, since the job may not require
full time services and our home office staff is experienced. It is usually necessary
to pay more for temporary help on a job and this personnel may not be as well grounded as the permanent staff. To prevent confusion and disagreements, our
contracts state which items are reimbursable and which items of service are
covered by our fee.
Contracts Receivable and Payable; Withholdings
It may be of help to mention the form we use for individual contracts receivable and for subcontracts payable accounts. In addition to the usual debit
and credit columns, there is a space on the left hand side for recording the
date of the contract and the amount. On almost all contracts, changes are made
which are covered by change orders adding to or subtracting from the original
amount of the contract. These are entered in the left hand column as soon as
approved by the owner or architect. This provides a check against our requisitioning more than the contract price. The same form is used on subcontracts
and provides a check against over - billing of the subcontract.
The percentage of the contract price withheld by the owner until the contract
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is completed and accepted is sometimes segregated in receivables. This does
provide more information for the balance sheet but makes more entries
necessary.
We enter the gross amount of the requisition (billing), which includes the
retained amount, in the contracts receivable account. If the requisition is paid
in full, less the retained amounts, the balance in the account is the withheld
amount under the contract to date. It is easily checked, since the specified
percentage of the total requisitions to date should equal this amount. If it does
not, we check back to see if the architect disallowed part of the requisition or
if the owner made an error in the check. We also follow the same method
with the retainings on subcontracts, entering the gross amounts of the subcontractors' requisitions and deducting the retained amounts from our
payments.
Jobs in Process Inventory
In closing the books for the year, it is something of a problem to determine
the value of unbilled costs, i.e., the value of jobs in process to carry forward
to the new year. For management contracts (cost plus fee), it is simple. We
have mentioned that on such contracts we check off the cost items as billed,
usually entering the requisition number on which it appears. The unchecked
items are therefore the unbilled costs.
Lump sum contracts are more difficult. As a general rule, if the job is not
near enough to completion to determine fairly accurately the amount of profit
or loss, we take no profit or loss on it. At the start of a job, we break down the
contract amount into seventy -five or more items, following our estimate quite
closely. Our requisition form shows these items under four headings:
I. Total contract
2. Previous payment

3. Present payment
4. Balance to be completed

We analyze each contract, comparing the costs with the above items. Since
subcontracts are frequently a sizable cost, we list the unbilled balances of the
subcontracts. The labor cost reports show whether we are running below or
above our estimates. We ask the superintendents and estimators for estimates
on the costs of completing the contracts. Since it sometimes takes considerable
time to close the books, we often have an additional month's costs to help us.
Taking all these factors into consideration, we try to determine on each contract
whether or not it is logical to expect a profit or loss.
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STORY'S END

From our experience, we have drawn a number of conclusions. In the first
place, any sytem of accounting set up for a general contractor must be flexible.
For that reason, we do not as a rule use printed headings in our books of
original entry. Headings may be changed as the need arises.
The organization of the accounting department must also be flexible, since
the work varies greatly in quantity from month to month. For example, during
one spring, practically all our contracts were completed and the accounting
department was cut down in size. At the time, we were bidding job after job
but were losing them. Then suddenly, within two weeks, we signed up two
million dollars worth of contracts.
We have learned that there has to be a compromise between theory and
practice. Firms cannot afford too great a burden of staff. There seems to be
a general impression that the profits in contracting are large, and possibly
they were once. Now there are many bidders on each job and the competition
is keen. A ten per cent gross profit is difficult to obtain and, out of this margin,
must come the costs of estimating, finance, and management. The accounting
department is thus limited by size and time as to what it can do. Although
there are many improvements we would like to embark on, there are practical
considerations which prevent it. We try to stress the essentials for management,
our clients, and the government. These essentials are sometimes hard to
determine.
Although construction contracting ranks high among industries in volume
of business done, accounting for contractors does not seem to receive much
attention in accounting schools. No doubt, any well - grounded accountant can
pick it up, but we have found from experience that it does take time and frequently the work increases faster than the accountant can learn to handle it.
Construction accountants are perhaps a special breed. They have to be prepared to move around, live under adverse conditions, and be absent from their
families for extended periods. They have to have a pioneering spirit and a
relish for seeing things built. Just because of certain unstable conditions, they
are probably paid better than average. Many of our field clerks are young
engineers who use the accounting job as a stepping stone towards higher positions in engineering or to the position of superintendent. Others are in the
accounting field to stay. All of them have found it a source of stimulating
experience.
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WORKSHOP

Job Cost Procedure 1.

A Small Tool Shop

by EDGAR J. COSSETTE, JR.
Partner, Knust, Everett & Cambria, Hartford, Connecticut

garages, old barns, abandoned factories, etc. during the emergency perisands of employees, the problem of od of World War II. Following the
price determination may be taken in war boom, the inevitable financial
stride and may be benefited by the failures of some of these began. The
operation of an intricate, well - immediate causes were lack of skilled
rounded cost system maintained by the workmanship, lack of adequate workcost department through the individ- ing capital, or just a plain lack of
ual skills of a substantial staff and orders. The companies in this category
through the use of accounting and which weathered the first postwar
tabulating machines. Again, if the "shakedown," found themselves bidcompany manufactures a standard ar- ding desperately against one another
ticle or articles, the matter of pricing in an attempt to remain alive, a situis somewhat simplified. Continuous ation naturally felt to some extent by
production of the same component the older and more stable companies
parts permits accurate data to be also.
At best, with small shops, there is
gathered and utilized, perhaps in a
standard system cost. However, a a very limited profit margin within
small jobbing shop, one of the many each job order. Hence, it is imperative
which furnish component parts and that job costs be held to original
necessary tools to large manufacturing estimates wherever possible. Many
companies, is in a different position companies are not in a position to
and it has a very definite (and chal- stand up under losses from one or
two substantial jobs. Often jobs, allenging) price problem.
though bid on a proper price, will
In Job Shops It's Competition
turn out to be loss jobs because of
Competition is exceptionally keen faulty workmanship in late stages of
among such companies, due in large production. This sort of thing can
part to the vast number of jobbing be absorbed in the normal course of
shops which sprang into existence in operation with the smaller jobs but

is of moderate or even
I large size, with
hundreds or thouF A FACTORY
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not with substantial orders. Perhaps
the price and performance pitfalls are
not so numerous or well- hidden that
they could not be prevented with
adequate personnel. However, for the
small jobbing shop, office and clerical
help is usually at a minimum, consisting of perhaps two or three employees. Any attempt at intricate cost accounting is not feasible.
Estimate Basis Is Labor Hours

The problem which must be faced
and solved, therefore, is that of devising a practicable means of compiling accurate cost figures which are
current. The solution must assume a
minimum of clerical operations.
The common practice in quoting on
prospective jobs is to have the estimator attempt to determine the number
of hours required to produce the desired item. For his guidance he is
usually given a blueprint or a set of
drawings of the part and from this
makes his estimate. Once the total of
estimated hours has been computed,
the estimator must then apply two
factors, one representing estimated
costs and the second the desired profit
for the job. If costing is to support
this procedure, accurate determination
of costs should, so far as possible, be
resolved to a direct labor hourly basis.
In our case the estimator makes his
determination on a master cost card
which becomes also a job cost card.
This card is present later on after a
description of underlying procedures.
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Direct Labor Costs

For reasons indicated above and for
its relative importance, direct labor
merits first attention for presentation
of the cost determination procedures
on which the estimator must rely for
his background. A Daily Job Time
Card (Exhibit 1) is prepared by every
employee in the shop. This ticket provides for the employee's name, time
clock number, date, job numbers,
number of pieces and hours worked
on each job. (The final columns are
dealt with in the next paragraph). In
the event that all or a portion of a
man's time is devoted to non- productive work, this is so indicated. At the
end of each day these cards, which
must account for all hours, are reviewed by the shop superintendent or
by the foremen if the shop is departmentalized. The purpose of this review is to determine the propriety of
the allocation of each man's time to
the particular job numbers or other
charge category.
The following morning the cards
are turned over to the office where
each man's hourly rate is inserted and
the hours are multiplied by the base
pay rate to determine the actual labor
costs per job, for the previous day.
The resulting figures are posted in the
"for office use only" section of the
card which thus becomes the daily
posting medium for direct labor costs
to the individual job cost cards.
(These are to receive attention toward the close of this paper) .
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

After the direct labor costs have
been posted to job cost cards (accumulated on the quadruplicate and
posted at close of the job to the
original, as explained further on),
the daily job time cards are filed
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EXHIBIT 1

numerically by time clock card number and accumulated in this manner
for the week as a whole. At the end
of the week, adding machine tapes
are run from the cards to prove the
total hours and total dollars indicated
thereon. The total hours should agree
with the total hours reflected on the
weekly time clock cards (Exhibit 2)
which form the basis of the weekly
payroll. The total dollars should be in
agreement with the total regular pay
of all factory payroll employees. In
the event that either of these figures
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sheet is maintained for the purpose of
accumulating the weekly payroll figures which, in turn, underlie the
monthly payroll distribution entries on
the general ledger. To this work sheet
are posted weekly totals of regular
pay and overtime pay to arrive at the
gross payroll. This is broken down to
any desired account classification, i.e.
direct labor, indirect labor, overtime
wages, supervision, delivery, etc. Payroll houses for these classifications are
also carried to one distribution shed.
At the end. of each month a journal
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EXHIBIT 2

entry is made charging the various
payroll expense accounts. The total
direct labor dollar cost, exclusive of
overtime, is then transferred to work
in process inventory account.
Material Costs

The degree of emphasis and detail
in connection with material costs
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varies among jobbing shops. If material is a sizable factor of cost,
"materials used" tickets should be prepared for all material removed from
the stock room. These tickets are then
priced and posted daily to the job
order card. Again, reference must be
made to subsequent description of this
card, for the manner of posting.
N.A. C. A. BULLETIN

Then, at the end of the month, a
total of the values on the materials
used tickets are the basis of a journal
entry transferring such costs from raw
materials inventory to work -in- process
inventory.
In those cases in which material is
a negligible part of costs or in which
the amount of material used for any
particular order is not substantial
enough, dollarwise, to warrant costing, the process may be further simplified by estimating material costs on
each job rather than employing "materials used" tickets. Under this approach, the monthly transfer from raw
materials to work -in- process inventory
is arrived at by totaling the estimated
material charges as indicated on each
job order card. The major objection
to this procedure, however, is that the
cost of spoiled pieces is not reflected
on the job cost card unless called to
the attention of the cost accountant by
the foreman, superintendent, or stock
clerk.
Separate work -in- process inventory
accounts are maintained for such items
as hardening, outside labor, etc.
Charges are made to these accounts
directly from the voucher register and
are posted daily to the individual job
cost cards.
Overhead Costs

A factory overhead rate per direct
labor hour can readily be established
for any period of time, once the payroll hours have been segregated as on
JANUARY, 1951

the payroll distribution sheet in the
manner described. This rate is then
applied to the total direct hours for
the month as indicated by the payroll
distribution sheet, and the resulting
figure then becomes the basis of a
monthly journal entry charging work in- process inventory account, the offsetting credit being made to a factory
overhead applied account. However,
overhead is not posted to the job cost
card until the job is completed and is
ready to be costed out.
The use of a standard overhead rate
is recommended, provided that it is
reviewed at least annually. By adoption of a standard overhead rate, the
overhead segment of work -in- process
inventory can be proven to the general
ledger controls by applying this rate
to the total hours indicated by the job
cost cards in process.
Job Cost Card

The most important record of all is
the job cost card which embodies all
of the facts and data pertaining to
each particular job. Postings to it of
direct labor and material costs have
already been mentioned. This record
is serially pre- numbered and is a four
part snapout form consisting of Master Cost Card (Exhibit 3), production
order, billing instructions and direct
labor cost accumulation sheet. The use
of these forms will be commented
upon individually.
When an order is received, a set of
cost cards is prepared by typing in the
397
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EXHIBIT 3
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data required at the top of the first value of materials transferred from
copy of each card. This space provides raw materials to work -in- process.
for such pertinent information as deAt the completion of the job, all
scription of job to be performed, date costs are summarized and brought fororder was received, delivery date, cus- ward to the face of the card. At this
tomer purchase order number, and the point the total direct hours on the job
material and labor costs used by the are multiplied by the overhead and the
estimator in the bid for the job. Car- resulting figure added to the total
bon paper allows such information as prime cost to arrive at the total factory
is appropriate to be reflected on the cost.
other three parts of this form. The
The only remaining cost factor to be
master card (original of the form) is taken into account is that of selling
filed numerically in a work -in- process and administrative expenses. This is
file.
accomplished by applying a previously
During the course of the produc- determined hourly rate to the direct
tion of the job, direct postings are hours on the job. By addition, the
made to the reverse of this card (not total cost of the completed job is then
illustrated), which is designed for the on the master cost card, together with
accumulation of all material costs. the sales price and the estimated cost
Outside labor hardening costs and any as computed when the original bid
material or parts purchased specifically was made.
for the job are posted here from the
Each month a work sheet summary
voucher register. Provision has been is prepared from the data reflected on
made on the reverse of the card for the master cost cards for all jobs comthe date, purchase order number, ven- pleted during the month. The resultdor's name and description of the ing totals furnish the necessary figures
material acquired.
to make a journal transfer from work Materials consumed from raw ma- in- process to cost of sales account.
terials inventory are posted daily from
materials used tickets described earlier. Production Order., Billing Instructions
The second part of the job order
In the event that there is no stock
control of an item and materials used cost card is the production order and
cards are not maintained, the esti- bears the same information at the top
mated values of material can be in- as indicated previously for the master
serted in the "inventory" column of cost card, except that the estimator's
the reverse of the job card. The total cost figures do not print through to
of this column for the month on all it (or to the triplicate and quadrupjob cards would then provide the licate) . The production order proJANUA RY, 1951
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vides space for special remarks or instructions deemed necesary for the
proper completion of the job and is
dated and signed by the person authorized to turn the job over to production. The order and the customer's
blue print (if any) are released to the
shop superintendent for work scheduling.
When the job is completed, the
production order is signed and dated
by the inspector and thus becomes the
authorization for the shipping department to send the job out to the customer. This brings into play the third
part of the job cost card form. This
is for the purpose of permanently recording any special shipping or billing
instructions and also itemizes by dates
the number of pieces shipped, invoice
numbers and amounts billed.

a man worked 48 productive hours
during the week and that his base rate
of pay is $2. per hour. His gross pay
would be computed as follows:
40 hours @ $2.00 = $ 80.00
8 hours [ra 3.00 =
24.00
Total

$104.00

However, for costing purposes on the
accumulated daily job time cards his
pay would be computed as follows:
48 hours @ $2.00 = $ 96.00
8 hours [@
a 1.00 =
8.00
Total

$104.00

Under the latter method of calculation, the $96 considered "regular" direct time would be charged directly to
the job or jobs. The remaining $8
would be charged to an overtime account via the monthly payroll distribution entry.

Accumulation of Labor Costs

The quadruplicate of the job cost
card is designed for the daily recording and accumulation of direct labor
expended on the job. Columnar provision has been made for the recording of the date, employee's name or
clock card number, hours and dollars.
This information is posted each morning from the daily job time cards of
the previous day. It will be noted,
with reference to the operation of extending dollar values on the daily job
time cards as well as the posting of
these amounts to the direct labor cost
cards, that only "regular" time is used.
As an example, let us assume that
600

Experience Remains at Hand

When the job is finished, the total
labor hours and dollars are carried forward to the master cost card. When
all closed -out cost cards have been
cooted at the end of each month, they
are then filed numerically in a closed
order file. It is closed only in a manner of speaking. At this point, the
job order number is cross - indexed
with the part or tool number, for
handy reference at the time of the next
call to estimate a price for that particular product.
Thus it is that prior job costs play
a real part in the determination of
N.A. C. A. BULLETIN

prices for a new competitive bid. If
the tool to be bid on is one which has
been made before, the estimator has
merely to scan the cost card for the
previous order and compare the various cost factors with the original estimate. Based upon the outcome of the
previous job, he can intelligently
quote his price in the present instance.
In the event that the tool being quoted
on is not a repeat item, the estimator
is at least armed with knowledge of
the total hourly costs of production.
While the procedure which has been
described is not intended as a cure -all
for the cost and pricing problems of

Job Cost Procedure: 2.

a small tool jobbing shop, it may help
particularly where a company's pricing
policy implies the mistaken belief that
the organization is not large enough
to operate a cost system. Such an
opinion is far removed from the true
facts. Under the program outlined
herein, one employee can "double in
brass" and carry out the necessary
costing operations as well as the regular bookkeeping, payroll and billing
duties in a company where fifty employees are on the payroll. For the
small amount of time invested the returns are great.

A Manufacturer of Forgings

by ERNEST R. McDOWELL
Treasurer and Assistant Secretary, York Axle and Forge Co., York, Pa.

T present, as simply as possible,is toa
HE P U RP O SE O F T H IS P A PE R

form of cost report which has proven
to be a valuable time - saving tool for
our management in the effective control of production costs. We are engaged in the manufacture of auto axle
shafts and hammered, rolled and upset forgings for commercial use and
normally employ about otje hundred
turing unit but supports the forge departments: forge departments, machine department, and die department.
The die department is not a manufacturing unit but supports the forge department operation.
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Axle shafts are sold on the basis of
published prices, chiefly to jobbers and
agents for export, a small percentage
of sale volume going to competitors
and car manufacturers. Forgings are
sold at quoted prices in which provision for the cost of new dies may or
may not have been included. When
dies are quoted separately, the customer is billed for the dies and they
become his property.
Preparing the Estimate

In our operation, it is a cardinal
rule that an estimate must be prepared
for each and every production order
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EXHIBIT 1

put in process. The estimate is really
the starting point for development of
the quoted or established selling price.
Consequently, it is finally approved by
a responsible member of management.
The estimate is prepared as a basis
for quotation on an item which may
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be entirely unfamiliar, similar to, or
exactly like an article being currently
produced. Or it may be an estimate
for use in conjunction with a production order instituted for the manufacture of regular stock items.
Because material is purchased to
N.A. C. A. B ULLETIN

exact specifications, it can be considered as predetermined or fixed.
Burden rates are developed from expense budgets. Measured labor and
machine time standards have been
established for all operations on
articles previously produced. Predetermined standards usually can be used
on similar operations also, while estimates will be necessary for new or unfamiliar operations.
When a production order is placed
in process, the initial step is taken in
the preparation of a cost study for it.
In connection with this study and with
subsequent records, certain formalized
work sheets and reports are prepared.
They are as follows:
Forging estimate
— Exhibit
Machining estimate — (Not illustrated)
Job cost summary —Exhibit 2
Production cost summery— Exhibit 3

The forging estimate and machining estimate forms are identical in
purpose and differ in particulars only,
to fit the need of different departments. Hence consideration in text of
the forging estimate will suffice. When
the estimate has been prepared, the
quotation made and the order received,
the estimate is brought forward from
estimate form used and placed on the
job cost summary, as indicated in Exhibit 2 . This is done in preparation
for entering the actual costs for comparative purposes.
Job Cosf Summary

When the order is completed, actual
JANU ARY , 1 951

performances and costs are inserted
in the columns of the job cost summary adjacent to the respective cost
element estimates, and totalled.
As predetermined burden rates are
expressed in dollars per direct labor
hour, the column headed "Burden —
Actual" will differ from the estimate
only by reason of variation from standard in production efficiency. Labor
and burden unit costs are accumulated
by operation and carried into the
"total" column. This column is then
added to obtain the total labor and
burden cost. Provision for die maintenance and /or die amortization is
added to arrive at the total cost apart
from materials, which is carried down
to Line 9 in the bottom section of the
report.
This is not always the final factory
cost, as scrap and spoiled work are
often in evidence. When this is so,
the applicable loss amount is determined and shown on Line 6, 7 and 8.
While the remainder of this section
of the form reflects matters mostly of
an informative nature, it is considered quite important in our company.
Particular emphasis is given to the percentage and cost of spoilage.
The report now presents an easy
and quick comparison of actual with
standard. Management is rarely interested in the unit cost by operation
but does scrutinize the totals. Close
examination is given to the first five
columns covering operations, pieces
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EXHIBIT 2

per hour, and setup hours, the real
substance of the report.
Explanation must be given in all
cases where the actual setup time exceeds the allowance and where the average production per hour is less than
the estimate. There are occasions when
an operation shown on the estimate
will not appear on the job cost summary, or vice versa. Many types of
604

variances can occur arising, for examples, from a different number of
men in a crew than planned, a greater
number of skilled employees at higher
wage rates, and interim wage rate
changes. There are a host of other
possibilities.
The job cost summary is prepared
only when a job or production order
is completed and closed. Since this
N.A. C. A. BU L LET IN

may occur at any time throughout the
month, work peaks are reduced.
M
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inventory ....................$2,187.00
Dr. Defective work ......
3.64
Cr. Work -in- Process
(Cont rol)

$2,190.64

Material ............... .... $1,288.54
Labor .......... .....
317.93
Burden
584.17
Die amortization .....

x
a
Y
N

fr o m

picked up and charged (or credited)
to cost of sales for the month in which
the final cost is determined.
At the end of the month, all job
cost summaries covering production
orders completed during the month
are summarized on a Production Cost
Summary (Exhibit 3). After transferring the summary information from
the job cost summaries to the production cost summary, the columns of the
latter are footed and the totals used as
a posting media for the relief of work in- process. A typical entry follows:

d
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$2,190.64
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As previously stated, the principal
value of the job cost summary is that
it permits management, instead of hav605

ing to wade through a maze of endless
and confusing unit cost data, merely to
compare actual performance with
established standard or normal performance in order to obtain the information needed to channel operations

in the most economical directions. The
production cost summary affords comparative and historical data for the
production, sales, and cost departments.

Job Cost Procedure: 3. An Electronic Signal
Company
by S. W. OVERLY
Assistant Treasurer, Automatic, Signal Division, Eastern Industries, Inc., East Norwalk, Conn.

the purpose of the job
cost system described in this
article is to provide accurate cost of
sales and inventory balances for financial statements and for tax needs and
detailed costs of individual products
and parts for determination of selling
prices, as well as the means of shop
operating efficiency control and reliable data on which to base future
material and labor requirements. The
company manufactures electronic traffic signal controls and related apparatus enabling vehicular traffic, itself,
to determine the alternation of the red,
green and amber lights of traffic signals at highway intersections.

E

SSENTIALLY

Outline of the Costing Problems

In terms of accounting, this product means the costing of individual
parts, subassemblies of varying intricacies, and the finished controls. There
are about five thousand items for
which costs must be kept. As many
606

items as possible are purchased and
the rest are manufactured. Finished
assemblies are for shipment or stock.
Manufacturing and assembly operations alike lend themselves to short
runs rather than long ones and hourly
costing rates are, therefore, in use.
Efficiency of production depends on
supervision, the pressure of business
at the moment, and follow -up of the
results developed in the operation of
the cost system. Production schedules
are based on sales forecasts, with due
regard for inventory turnover and current volume of orders from customers.
The great number of parts and subassemblies and the varying complexities of the finished controls preclude
use of the simple system of deducting
closing inventory from prior accumulations of dollars of purchases, direct,
labor and burden, in determining a
month's or year's cost of sales. However, operations over many years have
demonstrated that cost variances have
N.A. C. A. BULLETIN

been too diverse to make it satisfactory
to use standard costs for inventory or
other costing purposes.

needs. Costing is delayed, with respect to operating needs, in waiting
for a job to be finished or for
vendors' bills.

Job Orders; Inventory Records

job orders are originated in the engineering department and closely allied scheduling department and reflect the engineering records. In addition to the usual part- numbered engineering drawings for all parts and
assemblies manufactured, the engineering department keeps on file an 81/ 2 "
x 1 1 " job tracing of each item of our
manufacture. From this, two white print copies are prepared when a given
item is needed. The result is a job
order providing space for order number, name and part number of the
item, the schedule of operations, engineering tolerances, a sketch with dimensions, and the bill of materials
that acts as a requisition on the stock
room and as a costing medium for the
cost department. Both copies start in
the stock room. One follows the material through process and the other is
sent to the cost department as soon as
production begins.
Two sets of perpetual inventory
records are maintained. One set is in
the stock room and shows quantities
only. It reflects issuance of materials
and notation of purchases in process
or production scheduled, as well as
receipts. It is needed because it has
not proven feasible to make the inventory kept in the cost department, with
its dollar balances, suffice for all
J A N U A R Y , 1931

Mechanization

Hand methods with use of various
calculators sufficed in our work with
reasonable satisfaction up to the point
when mounting volume forced a
change. Under the original procedure,
inventory dollar and quantity computations were recorded on the inventory
cards, job order material lists, and inprocess journals without running proving tapes of the inventory card balances
until the end of the year when physical
inventory was taken. The daily work
was accomplished accurately enough so
that discrepancies with the general
ledger accounts were small. However,
it did require use of skilled accounting personnel.
With the present mechanized system, a clerical operator can do a good
job and keep in- process accounts and
inventory cards in balance every month
with the ledger accounts. These results are obtainable because the operation of the machines absorbs the operator's attention, the power lessens
fatigue, and the double or triple accomplishment at each operation, with
the machine's self - proving feature
further commented on in the next
paragraph, gets a larger volume of
work done than can be accomplished
by hand.
Typewriting accounting machines
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are used for our operations. All additions, subtractions and multiplications
are performed on the machine with a
self - proving carbon record on a machine journal sheet. Clear visual
record is thus left at every step in the
procedure and is very useful. This is
in contrast to punched card systems
where details are only intelligible to
skilled individuals. (A study of the
situation had shown that, largely because of lack of repetitive usage of information, we did not have need for
a tabulating system.) Although at
some points, the machine journals
serve only as a convenient proving
record for the accounting operation
from which they result, in other situations they provide working documents and general ledger entries. For
example, the weekly payroll record is
developed simultaneously with the individual checks and annual earnings
records. In another situation, the
withdrawal of costed parts from stock
cards for jobs in process, develops
journals the totals of which are used
to charge the material in- process accounts and credit the stock inventory
accounts.
Payroll; Labor Cost

Employees on the factory payroll
punch weekly clock cards and also individual time tickets covering the production jobs or departmental expense
jobs on which they work. The job time
tickets are sorted according to employee names and checked for total
608

hours, job description and order number. They are then put through the
accounting machine, one by one, to
supply a typed record by man of number of hours, straight time, and overtime premium pay. The computations
done on the machine provide daily
earnings record for each employee for
accumulation of week's earnings. At
the end of the week, preparatory to
making up the payroll, the weekly
clock cards are quickly checked by a
supervisor for total hours and agreed
with the total shown on the wage cards
previously mentioned. Pay checks are
then drawn.
The tickets thus processed through
the machine for payroll purposes, are
automatically costed in the process.
They are then sorted according to job
number and machine - posted to job
record cards weekly or oftener. Naturally a portion of the tickets fall into
expense classifications. These are annotated .with the proper account number. The totals developed from direct
labor postings to in- process cards and
those applicable to expense are entered on a record each week for preparation of the monthly summary for
the general ledger. Payroll usage as
evidenced by this record is carefully
observed in connection with the control endeavors of factory supervision.
Job Costs and Close -outs

As indicated earlier in this article,
inventory cards are kept for each part,
subassembly or finished product, using
N.A. C. A. BULLETIN

actual cost per vendor's billing or job cedure in which all expense items are
order. However, costing time is con- carefully allocated in the books of
siderably reduced by lumping receipts original entry to the departments
of many low -cost parts on one card which incur them. The rate of burden
and charging withdrawals of this class applied is changed as experience dicof items to process from another card tates, so that inventory valuations and
at a standard unit price, thus building cost of sales reflect the actual cost of
up contra balances of receipts and dis- factory overhead during the course of
bursements. Inventory is computed at the year, as well as actual direct labor
the end of the year and the difference and purchased material costs. Condiis applied to the year's cost of sales. tions have not occurred which would
In this situation a phase of standard make it advisable to carry excessive
burden cost directly to the profit and
costs is useful.
From the previous description of loss statement, apart from a normal
the origin of job orders, it is apparent small factor in the cost of sales figures.
The procedure of closing out prothat each job provides its own requisiduction
orders is a critical point for
tion to the stock room for materials
required. A separate set of duplicate - both production and cost control. All
numbered requisition forms is also items are inspected (usually as a direct
provided to cover additional materials labor operation in view of our special
which may be needed because of scrap requirements) and are signed for by
the stock room, particular note being
loss or engineering changes.
For jobs requiring heat treating, made of scrap. There is a careful acplating or other processing which is counting and technical checkup to
performed outside of our plant, speci- make sure that the work has been
fication of such work is noted on the properly done, costs accurately develjob order. When manufacturing oped, prescribed accounting applied,
reaches the point at which outside and entry made on an appropriate inwork is to take place, the purchasing ventory card. Comparison is then
department issues a variation of our made with previous cost, if any, for
purchase order form especially adapted the item. Jobs manufactured for the
to this situation, so that shipping, re- first time are given engineering checkceiving, processing of vendor's billing,
up. Jobs which show unreasonable
production, and costing needs are
variation from previous costs are incared for.
vestigated. Resulting inquiry may be
Burden is applied to jobs in process
simultaneously with posting of direct directed to accounting, supervisory, enlabor. The rate is computed as an end gineering, and /or production efficiency
result of the general accounting proJANUA RY, 1951

angles.
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Monthly Statements and Analyses

The financial statement prepared at
the end of each month gives on one
page a complete and detailed record of
the month and year -to -date, with departmental results shown both in detail and summary form. Sales are
costed on the basis of individual billings to customers prepared from a
closely - controlled sales and shipping
order system. Sales and cost of sales
are segregated by product groupings.
Significant percentages are added on
the financial statement at all points of
interest and, in the sales and cost of
sales sections, the number of units
sold is recorded.
An additional analysis each month
lists the various inventory account balances. There is also prepared a listing
of the additions which have been made
to each inventory account from primary sources (material purchased, direct labor, and burden), together with
disposals to cost of sales and expenses.
The difference developed in the second listing corresponds with the net
inventory change from month to
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month shown in the first listing, and
makes apparent at a glance the factors
which cause the inventory increases or
decreases.
Soon after the close of each month,
there is thus available a picture of
sales, costs and expenses readily comparable with previous periods and
showing variances in performance
rates. Variances, however cause, are
simply analyzed by tracing through the
assembled product and individual job
cost to payroll and departmental expense detail and to inventory acquisition and disposal analysis or such other
analysis as may be needed. Engineering studies of production for past or
future performance can be accurately
made on the basis of the job records.
Setting of billing prices for the finished products and parts benefits from
the existence of the job records with
their disclosure of variations experienced in production performance, for
these must be taken into account in
quoting estimates or preparing price
lists.

N. A . C .A . B U LL E T I N

COST

MARGINAL AND NET PROFIT
ANALYSES

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
IT WAS WITH MUCH INTEREST some
months ago that I read the forum letters
entitled "Investment Basis For Distribution of Administrative Expenses" by Fred
J. Mu th in the December 1 94 9 issu e of the
BULLETIN and 'But Marginal Profit Analyses Are More Effective," by T . R. Elsman,
in February 1950 issue. Both letters related to the article "Net Profit Analyses
For Profit Betterment" by W . A. Hensel
which appeared in the September 1949
BULLETIN. Both express understandable
opinions.
It is perhaps worth restating here that
the techniques of allocation and measurement briefly described in the article on
which the letters commented, are but some
of those selected under particular conditions as most practicable for the attainment
of reasonably accurate results. Quite apparently the au thor did not expect that they
would be a dopted without question by any
accountant but rather that each reader,
given a better understanding of the problem, might be able to see in the light of
his own position and his own interest what
parts of the presenta tion might be of value
to him and to what point of accuracy the
adaptation of those parts might profitably
be carried. The author made it clear that
his article did not purport to represent a
fina l solution but rather an approach to the
problem of cost analysis in the gap between gross and net profit.
There are no grou nds on which to differ
seriously with Mr. Muth in his suggestion
that administra tive and general expenses be
J A N U A R Y, 1951
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allocated on the basis of the relative investment required by each commodity line.
However, the same problem of more or
less arbitrary allocation remains, this time
with respect to investment rather than cost.
The method might be especially troublesome in older organizations where the investment has accumulated over a long period
of time and is recorded in dollars of
ing true or relative values. Nevertheless,
the suggestion has merit and this writer
concurs in its use in any instance where
more accurate results are thereby attainable.
Mr. Elsman's letter involves the objection to net profit analyses, which seems to
come automatically from the average industrial accountant. It may be stated somewhat
as follows, "Cost allocation is useless because marketing costs are largely fixed
costs." At present many business men
share this opinion, believing that costs of
mark eting are nonva riable with the volume
of business done. It appears to them an
obvious corollary that cost allocation is a
waste of time. Having accepted the premise, they naturally contend that the presence of such fixed cost makes it impossible
to use the results of net profit analyses,
once they have been obtained.
The most common example offered to
show the usefulness of marginal analyses
is the situation in which costs allocated to
a given product exceed the gross margin
obta ined from its sa les. A loss will appear
to have resulted from activities devoted to
the produ ct and it might be conclu ded that
the total operating profit would have been
greater had the product in question been
dropped from the line. It is pointed out
that to eliminate the product would mean
foregoing the additional income it provary-
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vides, without being able to eliminate or
reduce the marketing costs allocated to it.
Because marketing costs are nonvariable,
elimina tion of the product in question will
reduce final profit by the amount of the

be an impossibility if the costs of market-

gross margin thus lost.
However, Mr. Hensel's article was
broadly presented. It listed seven actions

are practical.
Rejection of net profit analysis because
it embodies allocation factors is hardly

which might be taken to convert losses
into profit without eliminating unprofitable
products or customers. These were but a
portion of the opportunities suggested as
available. Further, one of the important
points in the article —one which probably
should have been printed in italics for emphasis—is the absolute need for consistency
in allocation procedures from period to period in the preparation of the analysis, in
order that a comparison of statements for
various periods ma y be relied upon to disclose trends. The author pointed out that
the greatest potential value of net profit
analyses be in comparative statements and
interpretation of trends.
Many of the remedial actions suggested
in the article are wholly consistent with
the situation in which marketing costs are
largely fixed in the sense that they would
not be reduced if particular products or

valid since this criticism might equally apply to the entire field of accounting.

customers were eliminated. These opportunities for "profit betterment" do not bea r
out a claim that net profit analysis is useless. Those who so conclude have jumped
too qu ick ly to the idea tha t a produ ct or a
customer which does not show a profit in
whatever type of analysis is used, must be
eliminated. However, the prime purpose
of cost analysis is not to find out what
elimination should be made but rather to
find how those products and customers handled a t a loss can be made to contribu te to
the company's profit in the futu re.
Many of the important methods of converting losses to profits lie in reductions
of one or more of the costs of handling
loss products and customers. This would
612

ing were indeed fixed, but they are not.
They can and do vary and, by virtue of
this fact, the methods of converting losses
to profits which require cost adjustment,

HAR O LD HANSON, Binghamton Chapter
C ON T R OL OF M AI N T E N AN C E COST S

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
T H E D E V E L O P M E N T of adequate accounting procedures which will facilitate mana-

gerial control over maintenance costs can
be one of the most effective programs in
the entire field of industrial accounting.
Any enterprise with a substantial portion
of its capital invested in machinery and
equipment can ill a fford not to ha ve information available which will enable sound
decisions on such matters as evaluating the
effectiveness of the company's maintenance
program. The object should be to keep
down lost production time due to breakdowns or determining whether to replace
or repair specific units of equipment.
The cost accountant should be an active
participant in the development of a long range maintenance program in order that
he may be familiar with the desires of
those responsible for maintenance, especially as to the specific information they
require from the accounting department.
He can then devise the necessary accounting procedu res and reports.
Burden rates for the repair and maintenance accounts should be established and
the classifications of overhead charged to
the cost centers on the basis of serviced
hours.
Segregation of maintenance costs as between the various operational departments
N. A . C. A . B U L LE T I N

or cost centers will ordinarily help materially in establishing responsibility for
maintenance. If the company maintains its
own service department, the expenses of
this unit should be separately classified and
allocated (perhaps on a job basis) to the
operating departments utilizing the service.
This should be done in a ma nner tha t will
not obscure the total cost of opera ting the
service department.
The following plan may prove helpful:
I. Cost centers for all equipment in production and service departments should
be established and numbered.
2. The property ledger should be so set
up as to provide for the recording of
all repair costs on a particular unit of
equipment throughout its life. (This is
especially desirable for equipment of
an uncommon or specialized nature for
which industry statistics as to maintenance costs are not available.) The
plant or property ledger should also
show the following information:
a The number assigned to each piece
of equipment.
b. Cost center and plant location.
c. Name or title of each piece of
equipment.
d. Manufacturer's name.
e. Manufacturer's model and serial
number.
f. Date and cost of acquisition of the
property.
3. Maintenance accounts should be separated from the repair accounts and the
various items of cost within these accounts must be segregated for analysis
purposes. This can be accomplished by
coding the labor operations and the repair and maintenance parts.
Coding cost data is one of the most important phases of the accounting procedure
suggested by the points listed above and is,
of course, entirely necessary for those who
use mechanical tabulating equipment. Labor costs should be reported in both dollars and hours and by equipment number
and cost center.

This information will

prove invalua ble in providing data for historical costs and bu dget prepara tion.
JANUA RY, 1951

Foremen and management will be interested in seeing accurate and readable reports of what repair and ma intenance costs
actually amount to. Information of the
nature which has been described will, when
properly analyzed, make for sound decisions as to the most advantageous time to
replace parts and used equipment, thus
avoiding unnecessary repair costs incurred
to put back into good operating condition
a piece of equipment which is out of the
production or service line because of worn out or broken parts.
DAVID C. GRANT, Southern Maine Chapter
TELEPHONE COMPANY
ACCOUNTANTS RECEIVE
OPERATIONS TRAINING

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
BECAUSE OF

TH E

DIVERSIFIED

nature Of

accounting work, it is essential that an accountant have as much knowledge as possible of a ll pha ses of the procedu res which
result in the final accounting. In an organization such as our company, this
knowledge involves, not only accounting
procedures, but also certain basic operations performed by other departments and
their component units. Hence, the job of
training a new member of the accounting
staff presents a problem the solution of
which necessitates considerable forethought
and planning.
In regard to academic qualifications, it is
the policy of the company to employ as
accountants young college men who, as a
result of their college tra ining, ha ve gained
a working knowledge of the fundamentals
of accounting. However, at the beginning
of his tra ining on the job the a ccou ntant is
merely introduced to the accounting department, so to speak. He is informed tha t
this is his special field and that he will
spend the greater part of his time in rela ted work bu t, for the time being, he will
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be given a tour of tra ining in the operating
departments.
Upon his employment, the new accountant is "conducted" through the several accounting offices for a period of about a
week, spending from half a day to a day
in each office. The purpose of this preliminary tour is: (1 ) to a cqu aint him with
the overall job done by each office, (2 ) to
give him a broad picture of how this job
"ties in" with the jobs of other accounting
offices and other departments and (3 ) to
introduce him to members of the supervisory staff with whom he will work when
he is finally assigned to an office.
After this tour, the accountant is assigned to a field training program which
will last approximately three months.
While in this program he will visit and
work with the staff of our plant, traffic,
commercial and engineering departments.
In the pla nt depa rtment he will work with
telephone people whose jobs are setting
poles, placing cable, maintaining central
office equipment, installing telephones and
the like. In the traffic department, he will
observe the operators putting through long
distance calls, giving information where necessary, and performing other duties called
for by their jobs. His experiences in the
commercial department will consist mainly
of seeing how the company handles its relations with the public, how it receives
and processes requests for telephone service, accept payments for this service, and
how it carries out many of the operations
necessary for a complete and accurate telephone directory. The engineering department will illustrate to the new employee
its function as planners of the many construction projects and will present the general picture of what this type of work
involves.
After completion of the program, the
new accountant has been exposed to many
of the operations and functions necessary
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for the continuing operation of that complexity known as "the telephone business."
He has had the opportunity to see these
things in action and ha s experienced many
of them. In the opinion of the management
he is as ready at this stage as it is practical to get him, to take his place within
the accounting organization. If he has applied himself in this period of indoctrination, he will find that its benefits are invaluable and will constantly be of aid to
him in the performance of his job in the
future.
The next step is the assignment to one
of the six accounting offices, i.e., cost accounting, material accounting, records accounting, disbursements accounting, toll
accounting, or customer accounting. This
is a training assignment of six month's
duration. It is here that the real specia lization in accounting work begins. The field
training program will now mean much to
the new accountant. After the initia l training period has been completed, the accountant is either a ssigned to one of the offices
for further training on a particular job or
is transferred to the general office for a
tou r of du ty on methods and results.
It has been our experience that this training program as a whole, supplemented by
careful initial selection of men, provides
the necessary qualifications for the type of
accountants we desire in the company.
J. W. SISTRUNK, Jackson Chapter
CHANGE IN HASTE

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
O N E O F T H E M A N Y I L L S which beset a
small or medium -sized company is the lack
of official procedure and consequent reli-

ance on word -of -mouth instructions and
agreements. This frequently resu lts in confusion, lost time, waste of material and
other expenses.
One company found an outstanding ex-

N.A. C. A. BULLETIN

ample of this in the activities of the engineering department. In their enthu sia sm to
improve the product and reduce costs (constantly urged), the engineers were releasing changes and related blue - prints as soon
as completed. Because of this, a small
bracket, redrawn to use a lighter gauge
stock and a different size and number of
bolts, might be released to production before the casting to which it was to be
assembled had been redrawn and released.
Hence, an in- process order might get parts
which would not fit.
A form was designed to overcome this.

COMING ARTICLES

Anyone may send a suggested change in
writing to the engineering department which
will origina te the form, giving the rea sons
for the cha nge a nd recommendations for its
effective date. T he form with prints of a ll
parts involved is routed to all departments
affected.
Only after the change is a pproved by the
management (this function may be delegated to the works ma nager) is it released
by the chief engineer and all parts incidental to the change are released simultaneously.
NOEL L. SMITH, Lansing
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Now Available
In One
Complete
Volume!
COMPLETE TEXT OF N. A.C. A.'S STUDY ON
STANDARD COSTS
After a number of years of development, standard costs have taken
their place as an important tool of management. Hence the Association
has deemed it appropriate to review this field and to bring together
in one complete volume the text of the Association's study of standard
costs. The study was originally published in the N. A. C. A. Bulletin
during 1948 as a series of five separate reports, listed below, which
now have become chapters of the text:

I. A Reexamination of Standard Costs
2. Standard Costs to Aid Control of Manufacturing Costs
3. Standard Costs for Costing Inventories
4. Standard Manufacturing Costs for Pric;ig and Budgeting
5. A Standard Cost Case Study
Not only will this composite text on standard costs be of interest to
those engaged directly in the field, but it is especially suitable for college and accounting school students and for public, school and company
libraries.
"How Standard Costs Are Being Used Currently" is available to
members at $1.00 per copy ($2.00 for nonmembers)
Orders, accompanied by remittance, should be sent to—
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COST ACCOUNTANTS

505 Park Avenue

.

New York 22, N. Y.
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